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a b s t r a c t
Object-orientation supports code reuse and incremental programming. Multiple inheri-
tance increases the possibilities for code reuse, but complicates the binding of method
calls and thereby program analysis. Behavioral subtyping allows program analysis under
an open world assumption; i.e., under the assumption that class hierarchies are extensible.
However, method redefinition is severely restricted by behavioral subtyping, and multiple
inheritancemay lead to conflicting restrictions from independently designed superclasses.
This paper presents a more liberal approach to incremental reasoning for multiple inher-
itance under an open world assumption. The approach, based on lazy behavioral subtyp-
ing, is well-suited for multiple inheritance, as it incrementally imposes context-dependent
behavioral constraints on new subclasses. We first present the approach for a simple lan-
guage and show how incremental reasoning can be combined with flexible code reuse.
Then this language is extended with a hierarchy of interface types which is independent of
the class hierarchy. In this setting, flexible code reuse can be combined with modular rea-
soning about external calls in the sense that each class is analyzed only once. We formalize
the approach as a calculus and show soundness for both languages.
© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Object-orientation supports code reuse and incremental programming through inheritance. Class hierarchies are
extended over time as subclasses are developed and added. A class may reuse code from its superclasses but it may also
specialize and adapt this code by providing additional method definitions, possibly overriding definitions in superclasses.
This way, the class hierarchy allows programs to be represented in a compact and succinct way, significantly reducing the
need for code duplication. Late binding is the underlying mechanism for this incremental programming style; the binding of
amethod call at run-time depends on the actual class of the called object. Consequently, the code to be executed depends on
information which is not statically available. Although late binding is an important feature of object-oriented programming,
this loss of control severely complicates reasoning about object-oriented programs.
Behavioral subtyping is the most prominent solution to regain static control of late bound method calls (see, e.g.,
[27,1,25]) with an open world assumption; i.e., where class hierarchies are extensible. This approach achieves incremental
reasoning in the sense that a subclass may be analyzed in the context of previously defined classes, such that previously
proved properties are ensured by additional verification conditions. However, the approach restricts how methods may be
redefined in subclasses. To avoid reverification, any method redefinition must preserve certain properties of the method
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P ::= L {t}
L ::= class C extends C {f M MS}
M ::= m(x){tr}
tr ::= var z; t; return e
MS ::= m@C(x) : (p, q)
t ::= v := rhs | skip | if b then t else t fi | t; t
v ::= f | f@C
rhs ::= e | new C | e.m(e) |m(e) |m@C(e)
e ::= x | v | this | true | false | N | op(e)
Fig. 1. Syntax for the language MI , with class names C and method names m. Expressions e include formal parameters x, fields f , return, this, Boolean
expressions b, object creation, method calls, and operations ops on abstract data types. Let nil denote the empty list and whitespace list concatenation (e.g.,
C is a list and C C a non-empty list of class names), and let p and q denote program assertions.
which is redefined. In particular, this applies to the method’s contract; i.e., the pre- and postcondition for its body. This
contract can be seen as a description of the promised behavior of all implementations of the method. Unfortunately, this
restriction limits code reuse and is often violated in practice [37]; for example, it is not respected by the standard Java library
definitions.
Multiple inheritance offers greater flexibility than single inheritance, as several class hierarchies can be combined in a
subclass. However, it also complicates language design and is often explained in terms of complex run-time data structures
such as virtual pointer tables [38], which are hard to understand. Formal treatments are scarce (e.g., [36,9,5,18,40]), but
help clarify intricacies, thus facilitating design and reasoning for programs using multiple inheritance. Multiple inheritance
also complicates behavioral reasoning, as name conflicts may occur between methods which were independently defined
in different branches of the class hierarchy.
Work on behavioral reasoning about object-oriented programs has mostly focused on languages with single inheritance
(see, e.g., [34,35,8]). It is an open problemhow to design an incremental proof system formultiple inheritance under an open
world assumption,without severely restricting code reuse. In this paperwe propose a solution to this problem. The approach
extends lazy behavioral subtyping, which was developed for single inheritance systems [15,17] to allow more flexible code
reuse than reasoning systems based on behavioral subtyping. Our approach applies to a wide class of object-oriented
systems, relying on the assumption of a healthy binding strategy, which is needed for incremental reasoning. Healthiness
may easily be imposed on non-healthy binding strategies. The approach is formalized as a syntax-driven inference system,
for which we show soundness. The inference system combines deductive style program logic with incremental program
development, and is well-suited for program development environments [16].
Although this system ensures that old proofs are never violated, an external call x.m(e), where x is an object variable,
may result in additional proof obligations for the declared class of x, and that class may already have been verified. As a
consequence, it may be necessary to revisit previously verified classes at a later stage in the program analysis. To improve
this situation, we extend [16] by considering a refined version of the calculus which introduces behavioral interfaces to
encapsulate objects. The behavioral constraints of the interface implemented by a class become proof obligations for that
class. As a result, the refined calculus is both incremental and modular: it is no longer necessary to revisit a class due to
requirements on calls which occur later during the analysis of unrelated classes. In the refined system, subtyping applies to
the inheritance relationship on interfaces, whereas code may be reused more freely in the class hierarchy.
Paper overview. Section 2 discusses late binding and multiple inheritance. Section 3 introduces proof environments for
behavioral reasoning, and Section 4 presents the inference system for incremental reasoning. Section 5 extends the inference
system with interface encapsulation. Section 6 discusses related work and Section 7 concludes the paper.
2. Late binding and multiple inheritance
2.1. Syntax for an object-oriented Kernel language MI
To succinctly explain late binding and our analysis strategy, we consider an object-oriented kernel language called MI
with a standard operational semantics, e.g., similar to that of Featherweight Java [21]. The syntax of MI is given in Fig. 1.
Vector notation denotes lists; e.g., a list of expressions is written e. A program P consists of a list L of class definitions,
followed by a method body. For simplicity, we let expressions e (other than method calls and object creation) be without
side-effects and assume that methods with the same name have the same signature (i.e., no method overloading), class
names are unique, programs are well-typed, and we ignore the types of fields and methods. Two notable differences to
Featherweight Java are multiple inheritance and a corresponding form of static method calls. These are explained below.
For classes C1 and C2, we let C1 ≤ C2 denote the reflexive and transitive subclass relation derived from class inheritance.
We say that C1 is below C2 if C1 ≤ C2. Thus, C1 ≤ C2 if C1 and C2 are the same class or if C1 extends a class that is below C2.
Furthermore, C2 is above C1 if C1 is below C2. A subclass is below a superclass. The two classes are related, written C2 ◃▹ C1, if
one is below the other.
A class C extends a list C of superclass names with fields f , methods M , and method specifications MS. The list C is
assumed to consist of unique class names, and the names of methods M and fields f are assumed to be unique within the
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class B {
nat x:=0, y := 0;
n() {y := y + x}
m():(true, y ≥ x) {x := x + 1; n()}
}
class C extends B {
n(){y:=x}
m@B():(true, x = y)
}
class D extends B {
n(){y := x + 1}
m@B():(true, y > x)
}
Fig. 2. Small example of a class hierarchy with subclass specification of inherited methods.
class. We say that C defines a methodm ifM contains an implementation ofm. Let a partial function body(C,m) return this
implementation (so body(C,m) is undefined if m is not in M). For a method m defined in some superclass B of C , but not
defined in any subclass of B above C , we say that C inherits m from B ifm is not defined in C , otherwisem is overridden in C .
Since C may extend more than one class, it is possible for C to inheritm from more than one superclass.
A methodM takes formal parameters x and contains a statement t as its method body where x and this are read-only.
The method may also declare a list z of local variables. The sequential composition of statements t1 and t2 is written t1; t2.
The statement v := new C creates a new object of class C with fields instantiated to default values, and assigns the new
reference to v. (In MI , a possible constructor method in the class must be called explicitly.) There are standard statements
for skip, conditionals if b then t1 else t2 fi, and assignments v := e. We use if b then t fi as an abbreviation for
if b then t else skip fi.
We syntactically distinguish internal late bound calls, internal static calls, and external calls. For an internal late bound call
m(e), the methodm is executed on thiswith the actual parameters e. The call is bound at run time depending on the actual
class of the object. The symbol @ is used for static binding. An internal static callm@C(e)may occur in a class below C , and
the call is bound above C at compile time. This statement generalizes the call to the superclass found in languages with
single inheritance; C may here be any class above the current class as long as an implementation ofm can be found in a class
above C . In an external method call e.m(e), the object e (which may be self) receives a call to the methodmwith the actual
parameters e. All external calls are late bound. The statements v := m(e), v := m@C(e), and v := e.m(e) assign the value
of the method activation’s return variable to v. If m does not return a value, or if the returned value is of no concern, we
sometimes use e.m(e),m@C(e), orm(e) directly as statements for simplicity. Note that the list e of actual parameter values
may be empty. Similarly to static calls, f@C binds a field f above C .
User given method specifications may occur in class definitions, and are of the form m@B(x) : (p, q). We say that a
specification is given in the context of a class C if the specification occurs syntactically in the definition of C . Here, Bmay be
any class above C , as long as an implementation ofm can be found above B. Remark that B and C may be the same class. The
assertion pair (p, q) defines a pre/post specification for the definition ofm@B(x). As the specification is given in the context
of C , it must be satisfied when this method definition is executed on instances of classes below C , but it need not be satisfied
when m is executed on instances of B (unless B and C are the same class). Assertions may range over the available fields
and method parameters, this, return, and logical variables. For convenience, we let m(x) : (p, q){t}, defined in class C ,
abbreviate the combination of the definitionm(x){t} and the specificationm@C(x) : (p, q).
2.2. Context dependent specifications
Specifications of a method m may be given in the class where m is defined or in a subclass. If m is not overridden by a
subclass, the subclass may still provide a specification ofm. This is feasible in the presence of late binding, as some method
n called bymmay be overridden by the subclass. A subclass specification ofmmay then account for the behavior ofmwhen
taking the overriding version of n into account. This is illustrated by the following example.
Example 1. Consider the classes B and C in Fig. 2. Class B defines twomethodsm and n, where there is a call to n in the body
of m. The method n is overridden by the subclass C , and C gives a specification of the inherited method m. When executed
on an instance of C , execution ofmwill lead to a state where x equals y. Note that the specification is given in the context of
subclass C; it is not guaranteed to hold whenm is executed on an instance of B. The specification ofm given in class B holds
whenm is executed on an instance of B or C .
Observe that different subclasses may override methods in different manners. As illustrated by the next example, this
means that different subclasses may have conflicting specifications of some methodm, since internal calls in the body ofm
may bind differently due to late binding.
Example 2. Consider the classD in Fig. 2. As in the above example, the subclass overridesmethod n and gives a specification
of method m. This specification must hold when m is executed on instances of subclass D. There is a conflict between the
two specifications of m given in C and D, in the sense that the conjunction of the postconditions equals the unwanted
postcondition false. However, this apparent conflict does not lead to any reasoning problems as the specifications are given
in the context of unrelated classes. The specification ofm given in class B also holds whenm is executed on an instance of D.
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Fig. 3. A multiple inheritance class hierarchy for an account system. The inheritance relation is indicated by lines; e.g., the class FeeAccount inherits from
Account.
class Account {
int bal = 0; int owner;
setOwner(nat o) {owner := o}
deposit(nat x): {update(x)}
withdraw(nat id, nat x):(bal = b0 ∧ id = owner, bal = b0 − x) {
bool v := validate(id); if v then update(-x) fi}
update(int y):(bal = b0, bal = b0 + y) {bal:=bal+y}
int getbal() {return := bal}
bool validate(nat id):(true, return = (owner = id)) {
return (owner=id)}
}
class Auth {
int a1 := -1, a2 := -1;
add(nat a) {if (a1 != -1) then update(a) else a1 := a fi}
update(int a) {a2 := a1; a1 := a}
bool validate(nat a):(true, return = (a = a1 ∨ a = a2)) {
return (a=a1 || a=a2)}
}
class AuthAccount extends Account Auth {
bool validate(nat id) :(true, return = (id = owner ∨ id = a1 ∨ id = a2)
{
bool r := validate@Account(id);
if (!r) then r := validate@Auth(id) fi; return r}
withdraw@Account(nat id, nat x) :
(bal = b0 ∧ (id = a1 ∨ id = a2), bal = b0 − x)
}
Fig. 4. Implementation sketches for classes in Fig. 3. Here, variable declarations are typed, and b0, n0 denote logical variables. When redefining a method,
static binding allows calls to superclass versions (avoiding recursion).
2.3. Name conflicts and healthiness
Inheritance relates classes in a class hierarchy. For single inheritance this hierarchy forms a tree, whereas for multiple
inheritance, the hierarchy forms a directed, acyclic graph. In the single inheritance tree, vertical name conflicts occur when
a subclass overrides a method from a superclass. The binding strategy for method calls must resolve such conflicts. Late
binding or dynamic dispatch selects the method body to be executed at run-time, depending on the callee’s run-time
class: the selected body is found by the first matching definition of the method above the actual class of the object. In class
hierarchies with multiple inheritance, there are also horizontal name conflicts. These occur when different definitions of the
same method are found above a given class, depending on the chosen path through the hierarchy. More elaborate binding
strategies are needed to resolve horizontal conflicts. Some binding strategies are infeasible, as they contradict incremental
program development. This is illustrated by the following example.
Example 3. We consider a class hierarchy for a bank account system, given in Fig. 3. Potential problems with horizontal
name conflicts are illustrated by the classes in Fig. 4, sketching an implementation of the classes Account, Auth, and
AuthAccount. (Implementations of the remaining classes is considered in Example 5.) Class Account implements basic
facilities for depositing and withdrawing money. The actual manipulation of the balance is implemented by a method
update. Assuming that account owners are identified by integers, the owner of the account is the only client allowed
to make withdrawals, as checked by the method validate. Class Auth, developed independently of Account, provides
functionality for storing two client identities. These two classes are inherited by the subclass AuthAccount. By overriding
themethod validate in the subclass, the fields declared by Auth are nowallowed to hold clients that are allowed to perform
withdrawals. For AuthAccount, inheritance of Account and Auth gives a horizontal name conflict for method update. The
behavior of the two versions of update is completely different, which means that the behavior assumed by the addmethod
in Auth will not hold in the subclass if the internal call to update is bound to the implementation in Account. Thus, in
order to support incremental design, the internal call in Auth should bind to the definition in Auth, and correspondingly,
the internal calls in Account should bind to the definition in Account.
One solution to resolve horizontal name conflicts is by explicit resolutionof the names of the superclass’methods, specified
as part of the inheritance list; e.g., by qualification or renaming of methods as in C++ [38], Eiffel [29], and POOL [2]. However,
it might be undesirable to force the programmer to modify method names, making programs more difficult to understand
andmaintain.We generalize this approach and decorate each internal call with a binding clause restricting the binding space.
Such a clause may represent a specific name resolution strategy, or be explicitly provided by the programmer. This way, the
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approach of this paper is applicable to several resolution strategies. Binding clauses allow us to consider horizontal name
conflicts as a natural feature of multiple inheritance. In particular when using libraries, the programmer cannot be expected
to know (or resolve) potential name conflicts of, e.g., auxiliary methods in the libraries. To support incremental program
development and reasoning, we impose the following healthiness condition on the binding of a method call:
• an internal call made by a method defined in C must bind to a class related to C , and
• an external call x.m, where x has C as declared class, must bind to a class related to C .
It is assumed that vertical name conflicts are resolved as explained above. We say that a binding strategy is healthy if all
calls are guaranteed to be healthy. These healthiness restrictions resolve the binding problems illustrated in Example 3.
Explicit resolution of horizontal name conflicts may ensure healthiness. It is easy to see that healthiness removes accidental
overriding of methods, due to unfortunate binding. In particular, if an empty subclass C extends two unrelated classes A and
B, then C does not cause unexpected behavior due to possible horizontal name conflicts in A and B.
Let C#m denote a call to m where the binding is restricted to classes related to C . In Example 3, if the call to update in
Auth is replaced by Auth#update, the call becomes healthy. When executed in an instance of AuthAccount, the call will
bind in a class related to Auth. For the rest of this paper, we use the convention that an internal call to m made by a method
defined in C is understood as C#m. Similarly, an external call x.m with C as the declared class of x, is understood as x.C#m.
Note that these translations can be donemechanically and integratedwith static type checking. As static calls are inherently
healthy, this ensures healthy binding.
We remark that the notation C#m might also be used by the programmer to distinguish between definitions of m that
are inherited from different superclasses. In general, several superclasses may restrict the binding of methods, using the
notation C1#C2#...#m to restrict m to definitions in classes related to every Ci. However, in order to keep the presentation
simple, we will not consider multiple restrictions, and therefore limit the presentation to calls restricted by the conventions
above.
2.4. The binding of method calls and fields
For the reasoning system, we need an explicit definition of a healthy resolution strategy. In this paper, we formalize such
a strategy by a function bind defined below. Other definitions of bind are possible andwould lead to variations of the calculus.
We say that a call to a methodm is bound with respect to a search class D; i.e., bind(D,m) denotes the search for a definition
ofmwhich starts in D. In this case, the call must bind to a definition ofm in a class above D, such that no other definition of
m is found by the search below this class. Following [10,13,22], ambiguities are solved by fixing the order in which inherited
classes are searched, e.g., from left to right. Let Cid andMid denote class and method names. To make the representation of
class hierarchies compact, a class name is bound to a tuple ⟨C, f ,M⟩ of type Class, where the declared superclasses C , the
fields f , and the method definitions M are accessible by observer functions inh, fields, and mtds, respectively. This binding
strategy can be defined by a partial function bind : List[Cid] ×Mid → Cid as follows:
bind(nil,m) , ⊥
bind(D D,m) , D ifm ∈ D.mtds
bind(D D,m) , bind(D.inh D,m) otherwise,
where D.inh D reduces to D when D.inh is empty. Observe that this strategy is not healthy, since an internal call would be
bound independently of where the call-site occurs in the class hierarchy, i.e., the class in which the call textually occurs. For
internal late bound calls, a healthy strategy can be obtained by restricting the binding to classes related to the call-site. We
denote by bind(D, C#m) the binding of a call C#m for search class D. The search is restricted by C; the returned class must
be either above or below C . This ensures the healthiness condition described above. By type-safety, there is a definition ofm
above C; thus bind(D, C#m) is well-defined for D below C . A healthy binding strategy may then be defined by the following
function:
Definition 1. Define bind(_, _#_) : List[Cid] × Cid×Mid → Cid by:
bind(nil, C#m) , ⊥
bind(D D, C#m) , D if C ◃▹ D ∧m ∈ D.mtds
bind(D D, C#m) , bind(D.inh D, C#m) if C ◃▹ D ∧m /∈ D.mtds
bind(D D, C#m) , bind(D, C#m) otherwise
For simplicity we here ignore typing of parameters. With type information, one should in addition to the m ∈ D.mtds
check in line two, check that the types of the actual parameters are subtypes of the corresponding formal parameters. See
[23] for more details.
For external calls, healthiness is ensured by binding the call x.m by bind(D, C#m) where C is the declared class of x and
D the actual class of x. A statically bound method call m@C is bound above C by bind(C, C#m). For a method specification
m@C(x) : (p, q) given in the context of some class D, we take (p, q) as a specification of the first implementation ofm above
C as found by bind(C, C#m).
Similar binding functions may be used to define the binding of fields: An occurrence of f@B is allowed inside a class
definition C if B is above C , and is bound above B; and an unqualified occurrence of f inside C is understood as f@C .
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3. Lazy behavioral subtyping
Lazy behavioral subtyping supports incremental reasoning for extensible class hierarchies; each class is analyzed based
on the analysis of its superclasses, but independently of (future) subclasses. Lazy behavioral subtyping was presented for
single inheritance in [15,17]. We here present an extension for multiple inheritance and horizontal name conflicts based
on the language MI and the healthy binding strategy defined in Section 2.4. With healthy binding, an internal late bound
method call binds to a class related to the call-site. Behavioral constraints may therefore be propagated down the class
hierarchy, which allows incremental reasoning. The proof method has two parts, a conventional program logic (e.g., [34,19,
4,32]) and, on top of that, a proof environment which incrementally tracks method specifications and requirements.
3.1. Proof outlines
Apart from the treatment of late bound method calls, our initial reasoning system follows standard proof rules [3,4]
for partial correctness, adapted to the object-oriented setting; in particular, de Boer’s technique using sequences in the
assertion language addresses the issue of object creation [12].We present the proof system using Hoare triples {p} t {q} [19],
for assertions p and q, and statement sequence t . Here, p is the precondition and q is the postcondition to t . The meaning
|= {p} t {q} of a triple {p} t {q} is standard: if t is executed in a state where p holds and the execution terminates, then q
holds after t has terminated. The derivation of triples can be done in any suitable program logic. Let PL be such a program
logic and let ⊢PL {p} t {q} denote that {p} t {q} is derivable in PL. A proof outline [32] for a triple {p} t {q} is the statement
sequence decorated with assertions. The main idea is to decorate different points in the program t with assertions such that
the analysis between the different program points can be done mechanically, ensuring ⊢PL {p} t {q}. A classical example is
to decorate loops in the programwith loop invariants. For the purposes of this paper, we aremainly interested in decoration
of method calls with pre- and postconditions.
Let the notation O ⊢PL t : (p, q)mean that O is a proof outline proving that the specification (p, q) holds for a body t; i.e.,
⊢PL {p}O {q} holds when assuming that the pre- and postconditions provided in O for the method calls contained in t are
correct. The pre- and postconditions for the internal late bound method calls are called requirements. Thus, for a decorated
call {r} n() {s} in O, (r, s) is a requirement for n. Examples of proof outlines can be found in Example 5.
3.2. Method specifications and requirements
The verification technique distinguishes between a method’s declared specification (its contract) and its requirement.
Roughly, the first captures its announced behavior as declared in the specification listMS of class definitions. For a method
m defined in class B and a user given specification m@B(x) : (p, q) given in the context of class C , the assertion pair (p, q)
is remembered as a specification of the implementation body(B,m). In contrast, the requirements stem from the analysis
of internal late bound method calls and represent properties needed to verify the call-site of a method, namely to satisfy
the specification of the call-site. Inside a class hierarchy, a method with a given name may be available in more than one
class due to inheritance, and can be called internally from different call-sites. Consequently, the properties related to a
method definition are considered for each class and its position in the class hierarchy. If, furthermore, the class hierarchy
is incrementally extended, new specifications and requirements may be added. This bookkeeping of properties is done in
a proof environment, by means of two mappings S and R. Method specifications and requirements are written as assertion
pairs (p, q) of type APair.
Definition 2 (Proof Environments). A proof environment E of type Env is a tuple ⟨LE , SE , RE ⟩, where LE : Cid → Class is a
partial mapping and SE , RE : Cid× Cid×Mid → Set[APair] are total mappings.
In a proof environment E , the mapping LE reflects the class hierarchy and the two mappings SE and RE organize the
properties collected so far during analysis.
Assume thatm is defined in B and that the user gives a specificationm@B(x) : (p, q) in the context of class C . During the
analysis of class C , the specification (p, q) is included in the specification set S(C, B,m). We use the notation S(C, B.m) for
S(C, B,m) to emphasize thatm is defined in B. A proof outline for the method body must then be supplied by the developer,
where method calls are decorated with pre- and postconditions. For each internal late bound call {r} n(y) {s} in this outline,
the requirement (r, s) is included in the requirement set R(C, B, n) by the analysis of the outline. Here, C denotes the class
that imposes the requirement, as the original specification (p, q) is given by C , and B is the call-site. We use the notation
R(C, B#n) for R(C, B, n) to emphasize that B is the call-site. Remark that during the analysis of C , the requirement (r, s) is
verified for themethod that the call will bind to in the context of class C . The inclusion of (r, s) in R(C, B#n) acts a restriction
to future subclasses of C: the requirements made by late bound calls in the proof outline for the body of m are imposed
on subclasses of C . Especially, if the method n is overridden in a subclass D, the requirements contained in R(C, B#n) are
verified for the new definition of n when D is analyzed. For the call {r} n(y) {s}, the requirement (r, s) then holds for all
method implementations that the call can bind to in the context of any class below C . This means that we may rely on the
specification (p, q) of body(B,m) alsowhen themethod is executed on a subclass instance, i.e., where the internal late bound
calls inm are bound in context of the subclass.
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If (p, q) ∈ S(C, B.m), we may assume this assertion pair when reasoning about calls that can bind to body(B,m).
Especially, we may assume (p, q) when reasoning about static calls m@B(e) and when reasoning about internal late
bound calls that can bind to body(B,m). As an important property of our reasoning system, we remark that overriding
implementations of m in subclasses may satisfy different contracts than the definition in the superclass. Especially, if m
is overridden in a subclass D of C , the specification S(C, B.m) is not inherited, i.e., it is not imposed on the new version of
m. However, requirements made by superclasses, e.g., R(C, B#m), are inherited and imposed on the overriding version ofm
in D.
In general, if the set S(C, B.m) is non-empty, the set was extended during the analysis of C , and C ≤ B. Likewise, if
R(C, B#m) is non-empty, the setwas extendedduring the analysis ofC , andC ≤ B. LetC ∈ E denote that LE (C) is defined, and
C ∈ E denote C ∈ E for each C in C . For the empty environment E∅, LE∅(C) is undefined and SE∅(C, B.m) = RE∅(C, B#m) = ∅
for all C, B : Cid andm : Mid. In the following, we let functions indexed by E , e.g., bindE (C, B#m), denote that the functions
are evaluated over the classes defined in E .
Consider a method m defined in a class B. By the analysis of B declared specification of m given in B will be included in
the set S(B, B.m). Subclasses of Bmay give additional specification s for the implementation ofm. For example, if a method n
is overridden by a subclass C of B, andm calls n, a specification of body(B,m) given in C may account form’s behavior with
the overriding version of n. Hence, the specification ofm as given in the context of class C is included in the set S(C, B.m).
Example 4. We consider the method withdraw, as implemented in class Account in Fig. 4. By the analysis of that class, the
following specification is included in the set S(Account, Account.withdraw):
(bal = b0 ∧ owner = id, bal = b0 − x)
Themethod validate is overridden in subclass AuthAccount, which means that withdrawals will succeed if the client id is
contained in the attributes of the class Auth. The following additional specification of method withdraw can then be given
in the context of the subclass:
(bal = b0 ∧ (id = a1 ∨ id = a2), bal = b0 − x)
By the analysis of AuthAccount, this specification is recorded in the set S(AuthAccount, Account.withdraw).
3.3. Entailment
Since we deal with sets of assertion pairs, the standard consequence rule of Hoare Logic [3] is insufficient. We need an
entailment relation which allows us to combine information from several assertion pairs. Let po denote an expression p
with all occurrences of program fields f substituted by the corresponding variables f o, avoiding name capture. The assertion
pair (p, q) is understood as an input/output relation ∀z . p ⇒ qo, where f and f o denote the input and output values of f ,
respectively, and z are the logical variables in p and q. The entailment relation is defined for assertion pairs and for sets of
assertion pairs as follows:
Definition 3 (Entailment). Let (p, q) and (r, s) be assertion pairs and letU and V denote the sets {(pi, qi) | 1 ≤ i ≤ n} and
{(ri, si) | 1 ≤ i ≤ m}. Entailment is defined by
1. (p, q) _ (r, s) , (∀z1 . p ⇒ qo)⇒ (∀z2 . r ⇒ so),
where z1 and z2 are the logical variables in (p, q) and (r, s), respectively.
2. U _ (r, s) , (1≤i≤n(∀z i . pi ⇒ qoi ))⇒ (∀z . r ⇒ so).
3. U _ V , 1≤i≤mU _ (ri, si).
The relationU _ (r, s) corresponds to classic Hoare style reasoning, proving {r} t {s} from {pi} t {qi} for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
by means of the adaptation and conjunction rules [3]. Note that when proving entailment, program fields (primed and
unprimed) are implicitly universally quantified. Furthermore, entailment is reflexive and transitive, and V ⊆ U implies
U _ V .
3.4. Soundness
In order to preserve the validity of previous proofs, it is crucial for incremental reasoning to preserve the declared
specifications for inheritedmethods: for a specification (p, q) included in S(C, B.m) it is safe to rely on (p, q)when body(B,m)
is executed on an instance of C or a subclass of C . With the open world assumption the subclasses of C are unknown when
C is analyzed, so soundness is ensured by tracking the requirements that (p, q) imposes on late bound calls in body(B,m).
If a method n is overridden in a class D below C , all requirements towards n made by classes above D must be satisfied by
body(D, n). This is expressed by S(D,D.n) _ R↑(D, n), where R↑(D, n) is defined as the union of all requirements towards n
made above D; i.e., the union of R(C, B#n) for all D ≤ C ≤ B.
In general soundness means that if body(B,m) is executed on an instance of class D, it must be safe to rely on the
specifications in the set S↑(D, B.m), which is defined as the union of S(C, B.m) for all classes C where D ≤ C ≤ B. Soundness
is formalized by the following definition of sound proof environments and Lemma 1. Let e : C .m denote the external call
e.mwhere C is the type of e.
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Definition 4 (Sound environments). Let B, C,D : Cid and m, n : Mid. A sound environment E : Env satisfies the following
two conditions for all B, C ∈ E andm:
1. ∀(p, q) ∈ SE (C, B.m) . ∃O . O ⊢PL bodyE (B,m) : (p, q) ∧ InternalE (C, B,O) ∧ ExternalE (O) ∧ StaticE (C,O)
2. m ∈ C .mtds ⇒ SE (C, C .m) _ RE↑(C,m)
where
InternalE (C, B,O) , ∀({r} v := n(e) {s}) ∈ O . ∀D ≤E C . SE↑(D, bindE (D, B#n).n) _ (r ′, s′)
ExternalE (O) , ∀({r} v := e : D.n(e) {s}) ∈ O . SE↑(D, bindE (D,D#n).n) _ (r ′, s′) ∧ RE↑(D, n) _ (r ′, s′)
StaticE (C,O) , ∀({r} v := n@B(e) {s}) ∈ O . SE↑(C, bindE (B, B#n).n) _ (r ′, s′)
where r ′ = (r[z0/z] ∧ x = e[z0/z]), and s′ = s[return/v][z0/z], and x are the formal parameters of n.1 Here, the
substitution [z0/z], where z0 is a list of fresh logical variables, hides the local variables ofm (including formal parameters).
The soundness of a proof environment can be explained informally as follows: Assume that (p, q) ∈ SE (C, B.m) and
that there is a proof outline O of body(B,m) for (p, q). For each internal call {r} n {s} in O and for each subclass D of C , the
requirement (r ′, s′)must follow from the specifications of the method definition to which a call is bound for search class D.
The assertion pair (r ′, s′) is derived from (r, s) as in Definition 4. For each external call {r} e : E.n {s} in O, the assertion pair
(r ′, s′)must follow from the specification of the method provided by E, and it must be imposed on redefinitions below this
type. (Remember that by the healthy binding strategy, the external call will bind to n as found above E or to a redefinition
below E.) For each static call {r} n@A {s} in O, the assertion pair (r ′, s′) must follow from the specification of the method
implementation to which the call will bind. The assertion pair is not imposed on method overriding since the call is bound
at compile time.
Let |=C {p} t {q} denote |= {p} t {q} provided that late bound internal calls in t are bound for search class C , and let
|=C m(x) : (p, q){t} be given by |=C {p} t {q}. If t is without calls and ⊢PL {p} t {q}, then |= {p} t {q} follows by the soundness
of PL. Lemma 1 states that if (p, q) ∈ SE (C, B.m) and body(B,m) is executed in an instance of a subclass D of C , a sound
environment guarantees that (p, q) is a valid specification. The proof of this lemma can be found in Appendix A.3.
Lemma 1. Assume a sound environment E : Env and a sound program logic PL. Let B,D : Cid, m : Mid, and (p, q) : APair such
that B,D ∈ E and (p, q) ∈ SE↑(D, B.m). Then |=D m(x) : (p, q){body(B,m)}.
4. The inference system for incremental reasoning
In this section, the incremental reasoning strategy outlined above is formalized as a calculus LBS(PL). Given a sound
program logic PL, the calculus builds a proof environment which reflects the class hierarchy and captures method
specifications and requirements. Initially, the environment is empty and the class hierarchy is analyzed in a top-down
manner, starting with classes without superclasses. During class analysis, the proof environment is extended in order to
keep track of the currently analyzed class hierarchy and the associated method specifications and requirements. Each class
is analyzed after all of its superclasses, based on the environment resulting from the analysis of previous classes. Establishing
a proof outline for one method body at a given stage of the overall analysis gives rise to (further) proof-obligations, which
are tracked by the proof system. The system itself is formalized as a set of derivation rules (cf. Section 4.1), whose traversal
through the class hierarchy is driven by a list of analysis operations.
4.1. The inference system LBS(PL)
An open programmay be extended with new classes, and there may be mutual dependencies between these classes. For
example, a method in a new class C can call a method in another new class E, and a method in E can call a method in C . In
such cases, a complete analysis of one class cannot be carried out without consideration of mutually dependent classes. We
therefore choosemodules as the granularity of program analysis, where a module consists of a set of classes. Such a module
is self-contained with respect to an environment E if all method calls inside the module can be successfully bound inside
that module or to classes represented in E .
In the calculus, the judgments are of the form E ⊢ A, where E : Env is a proof environment and A is a list of analysis
operations. The syntax for analysis operations is summarized in Fig. 5, and the different operations are explained below.
For convenience, we let L denote both a list and set of classes. Let LBS(PL) denote the reasoning system for lazy behavioral
subtyping based on a sound program logic PL, which uses a proof environment E : Env and the inference rules given in Figs. 6
and 8. LBS(PL) contains in addition structural rules for flattening O operations on their last argument and for discarding
operations with empty arguments. These rules can be found in Appendix A.2. The rules are read from bottom to top, e.g.,
application of rule NewModule in Fig. 6 on the judgement E ⊢ module(L) leads to the judgement E ⊢ [ϵ ; L].
1 Remark that in the case of external calls where r, s range over this, we also need to replace thiswith a fresh name in r ′ and s′ .
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A ::= M | [ϵ ; L] ·M | [⟨C : O⟩ ; L] ·M
M ::= module(L) |M ·M
L ::= ∅ | L | require(C,m, (p, q)) |L ∪L
O ::= ϵ | anReq(M) | anSpec(MS) | anCalls(C,O) | verify(C,m, R)
| supCls(C) | supMtd(C,m) | O · O
Fig. 5. Syntax for the analysis operations. Here,M ,MS, and L are as in Fig. 1. R is a set of assertion pairs, and O is a statement decorated with pre- and post
conditions to method calls.
(NewClass)
C /∈ E D ∈ E E = commSupE (C)
E ⊕ extL(C,D, f ,M) ⊢ [⟨C : anSpec(MS) · anReq(M) · supCls(E)⟩ ; L] ·M
E ⊢ [ϵ ; {class C extends D {f M MS}} ∪L] ·M
(EmpModule)
E ⊢M
E ⊢ [ϵ ; ∅] ·M
(NewSpec)
E ⊢ [⟨C : verify(bindE (D,D#m),m, (p, q))⟩ ; L] ·M
E ⊢ [⟨C : anSpec(m@D(x) : (p, q))⟩ ; L] ·M
(NewModule)
E ⊢ [ϵ ; L] ·M
E ⊢ module(L) ·M
(NewMtd)
E ⊢ [⟨C : verify(C,m, RE↑(C .inh,m)) · O⟩ ; L] ·M
E ⊢ [⟨C : anReq(m(x){t}) · O⟩ ; L] ·M
(EmpClass)
E ⊢ [ϵ ; L] ·M
E ⊢ [⟨C : ϵ⟩ ; L] ·M
(ReqDer)
SE↑(C,D.m)_ (p, q) E ⊢ [⟨C : O⟩ ; L] ·M
E ⊢ [⟨C : verify(D,m, (p, q)) · O⟩ ; L] ·M
(ReqNotDer)
O ⊢PL bodyE (D,m) : (p, q)
E ⊕ extS(C,D,m, (p, q)) ⊢ [⟨C : anCalls(D,O) · O⟩ ; L] ·M
E ⊢ [⟨C : verify(D,m, (p, q)) · O⟩ ; L] ·M
(Internal)
E = bindE (C,D#m)
E ⊕ extR(C,D,m, (r ′, s′)) ⊢ [⟨C : verify(E,m, (r ′, s′)) · O⟩ ; L] ·M
E ⊢ [⟨C : anCalls(D, {r} v := m(e) {s}) · O⟩ ; L] ·M
(Static)
E ⊢ [⟨C : verify(bindE (B, B#m),m, (r ′, s′)) · O⟩ ; L] ·M
E ⊢ [⟨C : anCalls(D, {r} v := m@B(e) {s}) · O⟩ ; L] ·M
(External)
E ⊢ [⟨C : O⟩ ; L ∪ {require(E,m, (r ′, s′))}] ·M
E ⊢ [⟨C : anCalls(D, {r} v := e : E.m(e) {s}) · O⟩ ; L] ·M
(extReq)
C ∈ E RE↑(C,m)_ (p, q)
SE↑(C, bind(C, C#m).m)_ (p, q) E ⊢ [ϵ ; L] ·M
E ⊢ [ϵ ; {require(C,m, (p, q))} ∪L] ·M
Fig. 6. The inference system. In the call rules, we have as before that r ′ = (r[z0/z] ∧ x = e[z0/z]), and s′ = s[return/v][z0/z], where x are the formal
parameters of n, and z are the local variables of the calling method.
Environment updates are formalized by the operator _⊕_ : Env×Update → Env, where the second argument represents
the update. There are three different environment updates; extending the environment with a new class and extending the
specifications or the requirements of a method in a class. The updates are defined as follows, where the notationM[A → B]
means the mappingM where Amaps to B:
E⊕extL(C,D, f ,M)=⟨LE [C → ⟨D, f ,M⟩], SE , RE ⟩
E⊕extS(C,D,m, (p, q))=⟨LE , SE [(C,D,m) →SE (C,D.m)∪{(p, q)}], RE ⟩
E⊕extR(C,D,m, (p, q))=⟨LE , SE , RE [(C,D,m) →RE (C,D#m)∪{(p, q)}]⟩
A new module module(L) is initiated for analysis by the rule NewModule given in Fig. 6. This rule generates an operation
of the form [ϵ ; L], where L is initialized to L. The module is analyzed by analyzing the classes in L one by one; whenever
a class is selected for analysis, the analysis of this class is completed before a new class from L is selected. The set L may
contain class definitions and require operations as indicated by the production for L in Fig. 5. During module analysis, the
set L contains the unanalyzed classes of L, and require operations that originate from the analysis of external calls in the
analyzed classes, as explained below. The rules of LBS(PL) ensure that the analysis of this module is completed before the
remaining modules are considered.
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The rule NewClass selects a class class C extends D {f M MS} from the current module, and removes this class from the
set of unanalyzed classes. The premise C /∈ E ensures that the class has not been previously analyzed, and the premiseD ∈ E
ensures that C is analyzed after all of its superclasses.
This rule generates an operation of the form [⟨C : O⟩ ; L], where the operations O are analyzed in the context of class
C before other classes in themodule are analyzed. The selection of a classC initiates three analysis operations in the context of
C . The operation anSpec(MS) initiates the analysis of the different method specifications given in C; the operation anReq(M)
initiates the analysis of the requirements imposed by the superclasses of C on method definitions in C . The operation
supCls(E) initiates the analysis of delayed requirements, as described below.
For each method definitionm(x){t} inM , flattening of anReq(M) leads to an operation anReq(m(x){t}). This operation is
analyzed by rule NewMtd, leading to an operation verify(C,m, R↑(C .inh,m)), where R↑(C .inh,m) contains the requirements
towardsm that are imposed by superclasses of C . For eachmethod specificationm@D(x) : (p, q), contained inMS, application
of rule NewSpec leads to an operation verify(bind(D,D#m),m, (p, q)). These verify operations are analyzed in the context of
class C . In general, an operation verify(B, n, (p, q)), for some class B ≥ C andmethod n defined in B, means that the assertion
pair (p, q)will be analyzed for the implementation of n as found in class B.
The two operations anReq(M) and anSpec(MS) generated by NewClass thereby ensures that: (1) If methodm is defined in
C and some superclass of C imposes some requirement (r, s) towards m, i.e., m overrides a superclass definition, then an
operation verify(C,m, (r, s)) is generated, and (2) for each method specification m@D(x) : (p, q) given in the context of C ,
an operation verify(bind(D,D#m),m, (p, q)) is generated.
The generated verify operations are analyzed by either rule ReqDer or rule ReqNotDer. For a method m defined in a class B
above C , the set S(C, B.m) is initially empty. This set can only be extended during the analysis of class C , by rule ReqNotDer.
This rule requires that if S(C, B.m) is extended with (p, q), then a new proof outline O must be provided for the body of m
such that O ⊢PL body(B,m) : (p, q). The analysis then continues by considering the decorated method body by means of an
anCalls(B,O) operation as described below. The assertion pair (p, q) then becomes a new specification of B.m in the context
of C , and (p, q) is itself assumed when analyzing the method body. This captures the standard approach to reasoning about
recursive method calls [20].
Consider next the analysis of some operation verify(B,m, (p, q)). The set S(C, B.m) is incrementally extended during
the analysis of C , and it might therefore be the case that (p, q) follows by entailment from the already verified assertion
pairs for this method, i.e., S(C, B.m) _ (p, q). In this case, no further analysis of (p, q) is needed, and the operation is then
discarded by rule ReqDer. Otherwise, a proof outline must be provided for the method body, and the operation is verified by
rule ReqNotDer as described above. In general, Bmay be a superclass of C , which means that (p, q)may follow from already
verified assertion pairs in superclasses. In rule ReqDer, this is captured by the relation S↑(C, B.m) _ (p, q). The definition of
S↑(C, B.m) can be found in Appendix A.1, note that S↑(C, B.m) reduces to S(C, B.m)when B = C .
Nextwe consider an operation anCalls(B,O) generated by ReqNotDer. Here,O is a proof outline for the bodyof somemethod
in class B, wheremethod call statements are decoratedwith pre- and postconditions. By the structural rules of Appendix A.2,
we assume that anCalls(C, t1; t2) is decomposed to anCalls(C, t1) · anCalls(C, t2), and that anCalls(C, t) is discarded if there
are no call statements in t . The remaining statements are analyzed by rules Internal, Static, and External.
An internal late bound call {r} v := n(e) {s} is handled by rule Internal. Two steps are taken for the analysis of the
requirement to the call, where (r ′, s′) is given by (r, s) as defined in Fig. 6:
1. An operation verify(E, n, (r ′, s′)) is generated, where E the class that the call will bind to for search class C , i.e., E =
bind(C, B#n).
2. (r ′, s′) is included in R(C, B#n).
For the generated verify operation, (r ′, s′) either follows from the already established assertion pairs S↑(C, E.n), whichmeans
that the requirement can be discarded by rule ReqDer. Otherwise, the operation is analyzed by rule ReqNotDer, requiring that
a proof outline O′ is provided such that O′ ⊢PL body(E, n) : (r ′, s′). This proof outline is analyzed in the same manner as the
original proof outline form. This adds (r ′, s′) to S(C, E.n), trivializing the proof of S↑(C, E.n) _ (r ′, s′). The extension of the
Rmapping in step 2 ensures that future redefinitions of nmust respect the new requirement (r ′, s′), i.e., the requirement is
imposed whenever redefinitions are considered by NewMtd.
A static call {r} v := n@B(e) {s} is handled by rule Static. The verify operation generated by this rule ensures that (r ′, s′)
follows from the specification of the method that the call will bind to. Note that this rule does not extend the R mapping,
since the call is bound at compile time.
External calls {r} v := e.n(e) {s}, with e : E, are analyzed by rule External. The assertion pair (r ′, s′) is lifted outside the
context of the analyzed class by this operation, and shifted into the setL of analysis operations as a require operation. Rule
extReq analyzes a require operation, and can be applied after the initial analysis of the declared class of the callee. Rule extReq
ensures that (r ′, s′) follows from the specification of n given by the static type E of e, and it is imposed on redefinitions of n
below E.
The supCls(E) operation that is generated by rule NewClass is used to take special care of the case where the new class C
introduces a diamond in the class hierarchy. An example of a small class hierarchy with diamond inheritance can be found
in Fig. 7. Here, class C extends two different classes B1 and B2, and both these classes inherit class E. We then say that E
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Fig. 7. Example of a class hierarchy with diamond inheritance.
(SupMtd)
E ⊢ [⟨C : supMtd(D, calledE (D) \ C .mtds) · O⟩ ; L] ·M
E ⊢ [⟨C : supCls(D) · O⟩ ; L] ·M
(SupReq)
E=bindE (C,D#m) E ⊢ [⟨C : verify(E,m, delReqE (C,D#m)) · O⟩ ; L] ·M
E ⊢ [⟨C : supMtd(D,m) · O⟩ ; L] ·M
Fig. 8. The inference rules of LBS(PL) for delayed requirements.
is a common superclass of C . In general, we say that C introduces a diamond with common superclass E if there exist two
different classes in C .inh and E is above both these classes. There may be more than one common superclass of C , and we
let their union be denoted by commSup(C). A formal definition of commSup can be found in Appendix A.1.
The purpose of the supCls(E) operation, where E is commSup(C) as given by rule NewClass, is explained by considering the
class hierarchy in Fig. 7. Consider first the situation before introduction of class C . Assume that the class E implements two
methodsm and n, and that there is an internal late bound call to n in the body ofm. Assume furthermore that none of these
methods are overridden in B2, and that some specification (p, q) ofm is given in the context of this class. As explained above,
a proof outline for body(E,m) is then analyzed in the context of class B2 which leads to an inclusion of (p, q) in S(B2, E.m) by
rule ReqNotDer. Due to the internal late bound call to n in the body of m, some requirement (r, s) is recorded in R(B2, E#n).
We assume that the analysis of this requirement succeeds for B2, i.e., S↑(B2, E.n) _ (r, s). Assume next that n is overridden
in class B1. As B1 and B2 are two unrelated subclasses of E, they can be analyzed in any order, and the requirements imposed
by one of them are not imposed on the other. Especially, requirements contained in R(B2, E#n) are not imposed on n in E
as a method call made on an instance of B2 cannot be bound to a definition in class E. Consider next the analysis of class C ,
assuming that the method n is not overridden by C . Whenm is executed on an instance of C , the internal late bound call to n
is bound to the definition in B1, i.e., bind(C, E#n) = B1. In order to rely on the already verified specification S(B2, E.m) ofm,
the analysis of C must ensure that (r, s) follows from the specification for B1.n. In this manner, the verification of R(B2, E#n)
is delayed until a method call with these requirements can actually be bound to B1.n. We then refer to R(B2, E#n) as a set of
delayed requirements. In a more generalized setting, the same argument applies to all such requirements made by any class
between C and the common superclass E. For a common superclass E of C and method n called internally in E, the function
delReq(C, E#n) returns the union of the delayed requirements. The definition of this function can be found in Appendix A.1.
The rules for analyzing the supCls(E) operation are displayed in Fig. 8. If C does not introduce any diamonds, this operation
is discarded as the argument will be empty. Otherwise, SupMtd generates a supMtd operation for each common superclass.
For eachmethod called by a common superclass and not overridden by C , SupReq generates a verify operation for the delayed
requirements of these calls. The delayed requirements are thereby verified with regard to the implementations that the call
will bind to in the context of C .
By the successful analysis of class C , an operation on the form [⟨C : ϵ⟩ ; L] is reached, and by application of rule EmpClass,
this yields the operation [ϵ ; L]. Another class inL can then be enabled for analysis. The analysis of amodule is completed by
rule EmpModule. Thus, the analysis of amodule is completed after the analysis of themodule classes and the require operations
generated by the analysis of external calls in these classes have succeeded. Note that a successful analysis of E ⊢ module(L)
has exactly one leaf node E ′ ⊢ [ϵ ; ∅], and we call E ′ the environment resulting from the analysis ofmodule(L).
The analysis of a program is initiated by the judgment E∅ ⊢ module(L), where L is a set of classes that are self-contained
with respect to the empty environment. Subsequentmodules are analyzed in sequential order, such that eachmodule is self-
contained with respect to the environment resulting from the analysis of previous modules. When the analysis of a module
is completed, the resulting environment represents a verified class hierarchy. New modules may introduce subclasses of
classes which have been analyzed in previousmodules. The calculus is based on an openworld assumption in the sense that
a module is analyzed in the context of previously analyzed modules, independently of subsequent modules.
With lazy behavioral subtyping, a programmer typically provides S specifications for each class B. Their verification
generates R requirements for the internal late bound calls occurring in B, which are imposed on subclass redefinitions of
the called methods. In a subclass C , a redefined method m can violate the S specifications of a superclass, but not the R
requirements. Note that behavioral subtyping is not implied by this approach. Still, lazy behavioral subtyping supports
incremental reasoning under an open world assumption. Class C may provide additional specifications for inherited
methods, resulting in additional verification of such methods, which may generate additional R requirements for the future
subclasses of C . This means that unrelated subclasses of Bmay have different R requirements to the same method.
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4.2. Soundness of LBS(PL)
The following theorem establishes the soundness of the inference rules, the proof can be found in Appendix A.4.
Theorem 1. Let E : Env be a sound environment and L a set of class definitions. If a proof of E ⊢ module(L) in LBS(PL) has E ′ as
its resulting environment, then E ′ is also sound.
By Lemma 1 and Theorem 1 above, we conclude this section with the following soundness theorem:
Theorem 2 (Soundness). If PL is a sound program logic, then LBS(PL) constitutes a sound proof system, in the sense that the
environment resulting from the analysis of a program is sound.
Proof. In LBS(PL), a program is analyzed as a sequence ofmodule operations. It follows directly from the definition of sound
environments that the empty environment is sound. Theorem 1 and Lemma 1 guarantee that the environment remains
sound during the analysis of class modules. 
Example 5. Weconsider the analysis of the classes in Fig. 3. To keep the notation belowcompact,we sometimes useA,AA,FA,
and MA as abbreviations for Account, AuthAccount, FeeAccount, and MyAccount respectively. Let L be the classes in Fig. 4,
and assume that the analysis of these classes starts with an empty proof environment, i.e., the judgement E∅ ⊢ module(L)
is analyzed. Application of rule NewModule then leads to E∅ ⊢ [ϵ ; L]. Let Auth be the first class that is selected for analysis
by rule NewClass.
Analysis of Auth. When applying rule NewClass, we arrive at the judgement
E1 ⊢ [⟨Auth : anSpec(validate@Auth(a) : (true, return = (a = a1 ∨ a = a2)))⟩ ; L′]
where E1 is E∅ extended with the declaration of Auth, and L
′
are the remaining classes in Fig. 4. For brevity, we here focus
on the specification of method validate, as declared in Fig. 4. We ignore the anReq and supCls operations generated
by NewClass since Auth is without superclasses. For the generated anSpec operation, rule NewSpec leads to an operation
verify(Auth, validate, (true, return = (a = a1 ∨ a = a2))). This operation is analyzed by rule ReqNotDer, leading to
the judgement E2 ⊢ [⟨Auth : ϵ⟩ ; L′], where
E2 = E1 ⊕ extS(Auth, Auth, validate, (true, return = (a = a1 ∨ a = a2)))
Thus, the specification is included in SE2(Auth, Auth.validate). The proof outline for the method body is trivial, and we
ignore the generated anCalls operation since there are no method calls in the method body. By application of rule EmpClass,
we then arrive at E2 ⊢ [ϵ ; L′]. The only rule that can be applied now is NewClass, and this rule will select class Account for
analysis.
Analysis of Account. As for Auth, we ignore the anReq and supCls operations generated by NewClass. The rule NewClass thereby
leads to the judgement
E3 ⊢ [⟨A : anSpec(MS)⟩ ; L]
whereMS is the specification of update, validate, and withdraw as given in the context of class Account, E3 extends the
class mapping of E2 with Account, and L is the remaining class AuthAccount of the original module. Remember that A is
used as shorthand for Account.
The specifications of methods update and validate are analyzed as described above for the validatemethod of Auth.
After analysis of these two methods, we arrive at the following judgement:
E4 ⊢ [⟨A : anSpec(withdraw@A(id, x) : (bal = b0 ∧ owner = id, bal = b0 − x))⟩ ; L]
where
E4 = E3⊕extS(A, A, update, (bal = b0, bal = b0 + y))
⊕extS(A, A, validate, (true, return = (owner = id)))
The specification of withdraw can be verified for the method body by the following proof outline:
{bal = b0 ∧ owner = id} v := validate(id) {bal = b0 ∧ v = true}
if v then {bal = b0}update(-x){bal = b0 − x} fi
By application of NewSpec and ReqNotDer followed by decomposition of the proof outline, we thereby reach the following
judgement:
E5 ⊢ [⟨A : anCalls(A, {bal = b0 ∧ owner = id} v:=validate(id) {bal = b0 ∧ v = true})
· anCalls(A, {bal = b0} update(-x) {bal = b0 − x})⟩ ; L]
where
E5 = E4 ⊕ extS(A, A, withdraw, (bal = b0 ∧ owner = id, bal = b0 − x))
The two anCalls operations are analyzed by rule Internal. In each case, the generated verify operation follows by entailment
from the specification of the called method, and is discarded by rule ReqDer. (For brevity we ignore the trivial specification
of validate, expressing that bal is not changed by the method.) After application of rule EmpClass, we then arrive at the
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SE6 (Auth, Auth.validate) = (true, return = (a = a1 ∨ a = a2))
SE6 (A, A.update) = (bal = b0, bal = b0 + y)
SE6 (A, A.validate) = (true, return = (owner = id))
SE6 (A, A.withdraw) = (bal = b0 ∧ owner = id, bal = b0 − x)
RE6 (A, A#update) = (bal = b0 ∧ y = −x, bal = b0 − x)
RE6 (A, A#validate) = (bal = b0 ∧ owner = id, bal = b0 ∧ return = true)
Fig. 9. The non-empty S and R sets of proof environment E6 . In addition, the L mapping of E6 contains the implementation of the two classes Auth and
Account.
following judgement:
E6 ⊢ [ϵ ; L] (1)
where
E6 = E5 ⊕ extR(A, A, update, (bal = b0 ∧ y = −x, bal = b0 − x))
⊕extR(A, A, validate, (bal = b0 ∧ owner = id, bal = b0 ∧ return = true))
Then non-empty S and R sets of environment E6 are displayed in Fig. 9.
Analysis of AuthAccount. By application of NewClass to Eq. (1), we arrive at the judgement
E7 ⊢ [⟨AA : anSpec(MS) · anReq(M) · supCls(∅)⟩ ; ∅]
where E7 extends E6 with the implementation of AuthAccount, MS contains the class specifications, and M contains the
methods defined by the class. Since there are no common superclasses, we hereafter ignore the supCls operation. Formethod
validate, the user given specification leads to the operation
verify(AA, validate, (true, return = (owner = id ∨ a1 = id ∨ a2 = id)))
which is verified by rule ReqNotDer. The method body can be analyzed by the following proof outline:
{true} r:=validate@Account(id) {r = (owner = id)}
if (!r) then {owner ≠ id}
validate@Auth(id) {owner ≠ id ∧ r = (a1 = id ∨ a2 = id)}
fi {r = (owner = id ∨ a1 = id ∨ a2 = id)}; return r
The pre- and postconditions for the two static calls follow by entailment of the corresponding superclass specification of
validate (assuming the trivial specification that validate in Auth do not modify owner). Since the calls are static, none of
them leads to an extension of the Rmapping. By application of rule ReqNotDer followed by analysis of the proof outline, we
thereby arrive at the judgement
E8 ⊢ [⟨AA : anSpec(MS) · anReq(M)⟩ ; ∅]
whereMS is the user given specification of withdraw,M is as above, and
E8 = E7 ⊕ extS(AA, AA, validate, (true, return = (owner = id ∨ a1 = id ∨ a2 = id)))
For method withdraw, the given specification leads to the following operation, which is verified by rule ReqNotDer:
verify(A, withdraw, (bal = b0 ∧ (id = a1 ∨ id = a2), bal = b0 − x))
The specification can be verified by the following proof outline:
{bal = b0 ∧ (a1 = id ∨ a2 = id)}
v := validate(id) {bal = b0 ∧ v = true}
if v then {bal = b0}update(-x){bal = b0 − x} fi
The internal late bound call to validate leads to the requirement (bal = b0 ∧ (a1 = id ∨ a2 = id), bal = b0 ∧
return = true)which is included in R(AA, A#validate). The requirement follows from S(AA, AA.validate) by entailment.
Correspondingly, the internal late bound call to update leads to the requirement (bal = b0 ∧ y = −x, bal = b0 − x)which
is included in R(AA, A#update). For class AuthAccount, this call binds to the inherited implementation of update, and the
requirement follows from the superclass specification of this method. The successful analysis of the verify operation above
thereby leads to the judgement:
E9 ⊢ [⟨AA : anReq(M)⟩ ; ∅]
where
E9 = E8 ⊕ extS(AA, A, withdraw, (bal = b0 ∧ (id = a1 ∨ id = a2), bal = b0 − x))
⊕extR(AA, A, validate, (bal = b0 ∧ (a1 = id ∨ a2 = id), bal = b0 ∧ return = true))
⊕extR(AA, A, update, (bal = b0 ∧ y = −x, bal = b0 − x))
It then remains to analyze the anReq operation. Since validate is the only method defined in AuthAccount, it suffices to
consider thismethodby ruleNewMtd. This rule generates a verifyoperation for the inherited requirements towardsvalidate.
The only requirement imposed by superclasses of AuthAccount is R(A, A#validate) as displayed in Fig. 9, which means
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SE9 (AA, AA.validate) = (true, return = (owner = id ∨ a1 = id ∨ a2 = id))
SE9 (AA, A.withdraw) = (bal = b0 ∧ (id = a1 ∨ id = a2), bal = b0 − x)
RE9 (AA, A#validate) =
(bal = b0 ∧ (a1 = id ∨ a2 = id), bal = b0 ∧ return = true)
RE9 (AA, A#update) = (bal = b0 ∧ y = −x, bal = b0 − x)
Fig. 10. The non-empty S and R sets of proof environment E9 . The environment contains in addition the implementation of AuthAccount, and the assertion
pairs of E6 as displayed in Fig. 9.
class FeeAccount extends Account { nat fee; nat accFee;
update(int y) {update@Account(y);
if y < 0 then accFee := accFee + fee fi}
monthly() {update@Account(-accFee); accFee:=0}
withdraw@Account(nat id, nat x):
(x > 0 ∧ accFee = a0 ∧ id = owner, accFee = a0 + fee)
}
class MyAccount extends FeeAccount AuthAccount {
bool validate(nat id) {validate@AuthAccount(id)}
}
Fig. 11. Implementation of the remaining classes in Fig. 3.
that we arrive at the judgement:
E9 ⊢ [⟨AA : verify(AA, validate, RE9(A, A#validate))⟩ ; ∅]
The verification of this operation succeeds by ReqDer, since the requirement follows by entailment from the specification
of validate in AuthAccount. The analysis of AuthAccount is then completed by rule EmpClass. Since this was the last
class of the original module operation, analysis of the module is completed by rule EmpModule. Environment E9 is thereby
the environment resulting from the analysis of the module. The non-empty specification and requirement sets of E9 are
summarized in Fig. 10.
As a further illustration of the proof system, we consider the implementation in Fig. 11. This figure provides an
implementation of the two remaining classes FeeAccount and MyAccount of Fig. 3.
Assume that a module operation consisting of these two classes are analyzed based on the environment resulting from
the analysis of the previous classes, i.e., the judgement
E9 ⊢ module(L1)
is analyzed, where L1 denotes the classes in Fig. 11. Class FeeAccount is analyzed before MyAccount.
Analysis of FeeAccount. By application of NewModule and NewClass, we arrive at the judgement
E10 ⊢ [⟨FA : anSpec(MS) · anReq(M)⟩ ; L1]
where MS is the specification of withdraw, M is method update, and L1 is the remaining class MyAccount. We ignore
operation supCls since FeeAccount has no common superclasses, and the anReq operation generated for method monthly
since there are no superclass requirements towards thismethod. By rule NewSpec, the anSpec operation leads to the operation
verify(A, withdraw, (x > 0 ∧ accFee = a0 ∧ id = owner, accFee = a0 + fee))
which is verified by ReqNotDer. We assume a proof outline for withdrawwith the requirement (x > 0 ∧ accFee = a0 ∧ id =
owner, x > 0 ∧ accFee = a0 ∧ return = true) towards validate and (accFee = a0 ∧ y < 0, accFee = a0 + fee)
towards update. The requirement towards validate follows by entailment from the superclass specification of themethod
(assuming the trivial specification that accFee is not modified), whereas the requirement towards update needs verification
since update is overridden by FeeAccount and the new implementation of update is left unspecified by the developer. This
means that the specification set S(FA, FA.update) is extendedwith (accFee = a0∧y < 0, accFee = a0+fee)which is trivially
verified over the method body. The successful analysis of the verify operation thereby leads to the following judgement:
E11 ⊢ [⟨FA : anReq(M)⟩ ; L1]
where
E11 = E10 ⊕ extS(FA, A, withdraw, (x > 0 ∧ accFee = a0 ∧ id = owner, accFee = a0 + fee))
⊕ extR(FA, A, validate, (x > 0 ∧ accFee = a0 ∧ id=owner, x > 0 ∧ accFee = a0 ∧ return = true))
⊕ extR(FA, A, update, (accFee = a0 ∧ y < 0, accFee = a0 + fee))
⊕ extS(FA, FA, update, (accFee = a0 ∧ y < 0, accFee = a0 + fee))
For the anReq operation,we need to consider requirement R(A, A#update) in Fig. 9, which is analyzed by a verify operation in
the context of class FeeAccount. At this point in the analysis, the requirement does not follow from the specification of the
overriding update in FeeAccount, and the verify operation is analyzed by rule ReqNotDer. In a proof outline for the method
body, we may use the requirement itself as a pre/post specification for the static call, and the analysis of the proof outline
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P ::= KL{t}
KL ::= K | L
L ::= class C extends C implements I {f M MS}
K ::= interface I extends I {IS}
IS ::= m(x) : (p, q)
Fig. 12. Syntax for the language MII . The syntactic category P of MI (see Fig. 1) is extended with interfaces, and class definitions are extended with an
implements clause. The other syntactic categories of Fig. 1 remain unchanged. Here, I denotes interface names of type Iid.
thereby succeeds by rule Static. Since the requirement imposed by the superclass can be verified also for the subclass, we can
rely on the original superclass specification of withdraw also when the method is executed on an instance of FeeAccount.
The analysis of FeeAccount then leads to the following judgement:
E12 ⊢ [ϵ ; L1]
where
E12 = E11 ⊕ extS(FA, FA, update, (bal = b0 ∧ y = −x, bal = b0 − x))
Analysis of MyAccount. In class MyAccount, the method validate is overridden in order to direct the internal late bound
call in Account to the version found in AuthAccount. By selecting MyAccount for analysis, we arrive at the judgement:
E13 ⊢ [⟨MA : anReq(V ) · supCls(A)⟩ ; ∅]
where V is the method validate. By rule NewMtd, this operation leads to a verify operation for each requirement
imposed by the superclasses. As validate is implemented by a static call to validate in AuthAccount, the analysis of
all these requirements succeed, and they are included in the set S(MA, MA.validate). Let E14 be the environment after
this extension of the S mapping. Next we consider the supCls(A) operation. By rule SupMtd, this operation leads to a
supMtd operation for each method called internally by Account, but not overridden by MyAccount. The methods called
by Account are update and validate. Since validate is overridden by MyAccount, we are left with the operation
supMtd(A, update), which is analyzed by rule SupReq. Since bind(MA, A#update) = FA, application of this rule gives the
operation verify(FA, update, delReqE14(MA, A#update)). By applying the definition of delReq as found in Appendix A.1,
function delReqE14(MA, A#update) evaluates to RE14(AA, A#update). During the analysis of AuthAccount, the call A#update
was bound to Account. However, as MyAccount introduces a diamond in the class hierarchy, the call is bound to FeeAccount
for instances of MyAccount. In order to rely on the specification S(AA, A.withdraw) we therefore need to ensure that the
requirement R(AA, A#update) holds for update as implemented by FeeAccount. The requirement follows by entailment
from specification S(FA, FA.update), which means that the verify operation succeeds by rule ReqDer. This concludes the
verification ofmodule(L1), and E14 is the resulting environment.
The analysis of imposed requirementsmeans that when withdraw is executed on an instance of MyAccount, wemay rely
on the specifications of this method given by the different superclasses of MyAccount, i.e.
S(A, A.withdraw) ∪ S(AA, A.withdraw) ∪ S(FA, A.withdraw).
5. External specification by interfaces
Whereas lazy behavioral subtyping provides a flexible framework for reasoning about open object-oriented programs.
However, when reasoning about an external call e.m(e) with e : E, the pre/post assertion pair of the call must follow from
the R requirements form that have been established for class E (rules External and extReq in Fig. 6). As these R requirements
are generated by the internal analysis, they may not provide a suitable basis for reasoning about external properties. One
solution to this problem is to extend the R requirements of E by analysis of the external call. However, this can trigger new
verification tasks, which make the approach less modular; it will be necessary to verify that the new pre/post assertion pair
of the external call holds for E and all subclasses of E. Another approach is to let the programmer provide R requirements for
methodswhich suffice for reasoning about external calls. This approach results in amoremodular version of lazy behavioral
subtyping in the sense that a class need only be analyzed once, but slightly restricts method redefinition.
In this section we use behavioral interfaces as a means to specify and reason about external calls. A behavioral interface
describes the visible methods of a class and their specifications, and inheritance may be used to form new interfaces from
old ones. Behavioral interfaces are used to type object variables (references). Subtyping follows the inheritance hierarchy of
interfaces, but need not follow the class hierarchy. A class definition explicitly declares which interface it implements.
This section develops this approach in terms of a languageMII , which extendsMI , in which objects and object references
are typed by interfaces and each class implements a single interface. We develop the corresponding reasoning framework
LBSI(PL) for reasoning about MII programs, based on proof environments IEnv which include interface information and, as
before, an underlying sound program logic PL.
5.1. A language with behavioral interfaces
The programming language MII extends MI with interfaces and has the syntax given in Fig. 12. The syntax for classes
is modified such that a class implements a single interface. An interface I may extend a list I of superinterfaces, and
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mids(∅) , ∅
mids(m(x) : (p, q) IS) , {m} ∪mids(IS)
publicE (nil) , ∅
publicE (I) , mids(I.specs) ∪ publicE (I.inh)
publicE (I I) , publicE (I) ∪ publicE (I)
mspec(∅,m) , ∅
mspec(n(x) : (p, q) IS,m) , if n = m then {(p, q)} ∪mspec(IS,m)
elsemspec(IS,m) fi
specE (nil,m) , ∅
specE (I,m) , mspec(I.specs,m) ∪ specE (I.inh,m)
specE (I I,m) , specE (I,m) ∪ specE (I,m)
nil ≼E J , false
I ≼E J , I = J ∨ I.inh ≼E J
(I I) ≼E J , I ≼E J ∨ I ≼E J
Fig. 13. Auxiliary function definitions, using space as the list separator.
declare a set IS of method signatures, where behavioral constraints are given as (pre, post) specifications. An interface may
provide specifications of methods which are not found in its superinterfaces, and it may declare additional specifications for
methods found in its superinterfaces. Interfaces form an inheritance hierarchy in which the relationship between interfaces
is restricted to a formof behavioral subtyping: if I ′ extends I , then I ′ is a subtype of I and I is a supertype of I ′. Thus, an interface
may not declare method specifications that are in conflict with specifications declared by its superinterfaces. Let≼ denote
the reflexive and transitive subtype relation, which is given by the nominal extends-relation over interfaces. Thus, I ′ ≼ I if
I ′ equals I or if I ′ (directly or indirectly) extends I . We say that an interface I exports the methods which are declared in I or
inherited from the superinterfaces of I , with the associated constraints on method use.
A class C implements the interface I given by the implements clause in the class definition. All the methods exported by I
must be defined, satisfying the specifications of I . The analysis of the class must ensure that this requirement holds. Only the
methods exported by I are available for external invocations on references typed by I . The class may implement additional
auxiliarymethods for internal use. An instance of C supports I and all superinterfaces of I , ensuring that the object provides
themethods exported in I and adheres to the specifications imposed by I on these methods. Objects of different classes may
support the same interface, corresponding to different implementations of the interface behavior.
If C implements I , some classDmayextend C without implementing the behavior specified by I: IfD implements interface
J , then J ≼ I need not hold. If J is not a subtype of I , the specifications declared by I will not be imposed on D, and instances
of Dwill not support I . As a consequence, a subclass may reuse and redefine superclass methods within in the framework of
lazy behavioral subtyping, since it is free to violate the interface specifications of its superclasses. In this manner, the type
and class inheritance hierarchies are separated. Fields inMII are typed by interfaces; if an object supports I (or a subtype of
I) then the object may be referenced by a field v typed by I , i.e., v may refer to an instance of class C . However, if J is not a
subtype of I , the field may not refer to an instance of class D. Static type checking of an assignment v := emust then ensure
that the expression e denotes an object supporting the declared interface of v. In this setting, the substitution principle for
objects can be reformulated as follows:
For an object variable v with declared interface I, the object that v refers to at run-time will satisfy the behavioral
specification I.
Reasoning about an external call e.m(e) can then be based on the declared interface type of the object expression e; the
interface hides the actual class of the object referred to by e. This simplifies External to simply check interface contracts, and
require operations are no longer needed in the proof system.Observe that internalmethod callsm(e) andm@C(e) circumvent
the interface mechanism, whereas x.m(e) depends on the declared interface of x (even if x can be reduced to this).
5.2. The proof environment of LBSI(PL)
In LBSI(PL), a class name is bound to a tuple ⟨D, I, f ,M⟩ of type IClass, and the interface implemented by a class is accessible
by the observer function impl. An interface name is bound to a tuple ⟨I, IS⟩ of type Interface, where the list of superinterfaces I
and themethod specifications IS are accessible by the observer functions inh and specs, respectively. The proof environments
of LBSI(PL) are defined as follows.
Definition 5 (Proof Environments with Interfaces). A proof environment E of type IEnv is a tuple ⟨LE , KE , SE , RE ⟩ where
LE : Cid → IClass, KE : Iid → Interface are partial mappings and SE , RE : Cid× Cid×Mid → Set[APair] are total mappings.
Below, we use the notation SE (C,D.m) for SE (C,D,m) and RE (C,D#m) for RE (C,D,m).
In LBSI(PL), I ∈ E denotes that KE (I) is defined. We introduce some auxiliary functions, which are formally defined in
Fig. 13. Let the function publicE (I) denote the set of method identifiers exported by I , so m ∈ publicE (I) if m is declared in
I or inherited from a supertype of I . If I ′ ≼E I then publicE (I) ⊆ publicE (I ′), since a subtype can only add methods to those
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of a supertype. Let the function specE (I,m) return a set of type Set[APair] with the behavioral constraints imposed on m
by I . Note that these constraints may stem from I or from a supertype of I and that a subinterface may provide additional
specifications of methods inherited from superinterfaces. Ifm ∈ publicE (I) and I ′ ≼E I , then specE (I,m) ⊆ specE (I ′,m).
The binding of method calls. The internal calls discard the interfaces implemented by the different classes, so the binding
of internal late bound and static calls remain as defined in Section 2.4. For the binding of external calls, the definition from
Section 2.4 is no longer suitable, since the binding is not restricted by the declared class of the callee in MII . However, to
obtain a healthy binding strategy as explained in Section 2.4, an external call to m on an instance of class C will be bound
by bind(C, C#m). For class C , the specifications of this implementation is given by S↑(C, bind(C, C#m).m). For convenience,
we let S↑(C,m) denote this set.
Sound environments. The definition of sound environments is revised to account for interfaces. In Condition 1 below, the
pre/post assertion pair of an external call must now follow from the interface specification of the called object. Consider a
pre/post assertion pair (r, s) stemming from the analysis of an external call e.m(e) in some proof outline, where e : I . As the
interface hides the actual class of the object referenced by e, the call is analyzed based on the interface specification of m.
The assertion pair (r, s)must thereby follow from the specification ofm given by type I , expressed by specE (I,m) _ (r, s).
Condition 2 for sound environments is unchanged from Definition 4, but a third condition is introduced, expressing that a
class satisfies the specifications of the implemented interface. If C implements an interface I , the class defines (or inherits)
an implementation of each m ∈ publicE (I). For each such method, the behavioral specification declared by I must follow
from the specification of the method to which external calls will be bound.
Definition 6 (Sound Environments). A proof environment E of type IEnv is sound if it satisfies the following conditions for
each C : Cid andm : Mid.
1. ∀(p, q) ∈ SE (C, B.m) . ∃O . O ⊢PL bodyE (B,m) : (p, q) ∧ InternalE (C, B,O) ∧ ExternalE (O) ∧ StaticE (C,O)
2. m ∈ C .mtds ⇒ SE (C, C .m) _ RE↑(C,m)
3. ∀m ∈ publicE (I) . SE↑(C,m) _ specE (I,m), where I = C .impl
where
InternalE (C, B,O) , ∀({r} v := n(e) {s}) ∈ O . ∀D ≤E C . SE↑(D, bindE (D, B#n).n) _ (r ′, s′)
ExternalE (O) , ∀({r} v := e : I.n(e) {s}) ∈ O . specE (I, n) _ (r ′, s′)
StaticE (C,O) , ∀({r} v := n@B(e) {s}) ∈ O . SE↑(C, bindE (B, B#n).n) _ (r ′, s′)
and r ′ = (r[z0/z] ∧ x = e[z0/z]), s′ = s[return/v][z0/z], x are the formal parameters of n, and z are the local variables of
the calling methodm.2 Here, S↑(C,m) is used as an abbreviation for S↑(C, bind(C, C#m).m).
Lemma 1 is adapted to environments of type IEnv. The proof is given in Appendix C.1.
Lemma 2. Assume sound environment E : IEnv and a sound program logic PL. Let B,D : Cid, m : Mid, and (p, q) : APair such
that B,D ∈ E and (p, q) ∈ SE↑(D, B.m). Then |=D m(x) : (p, q){body(B,m)}.
For environment updates, we define an operation to update a proof environment with a new interface, and redefine the
operation for updating a proof environment with a new class:
E ⊕ extL(C,D, I, f ,M) , ⟨LE [C → ⟨D, I, f ,M⟩], KE , SE , RE ⟩
E ⊕ extK(I, I, IS) , ⟨LE , KE [I → ⟨I, IS⟩], SE , RE ⟩
5.3. The calculus LBSI(PL)
In LBSI(PL), judgments have the form E ⊢ A, where E is the proof environment and A is a sequence of interfaces
and classes. As before we require that superclasses are analyzed before subclasses, and in addition that superinterfaces
are analyzed before subinterfaces. Furthermore, we assume that an interface is analyzed before it is used by a class.
Consequently, whenever a class is analyzed, its implemented interface is already part of the environment, and for each
external call statement v := e.m(e) in the class where e : I , the interface I is in the environment. These assumptions ensure
that the analysis of a class will not be blocked due to a missing superclass or interface.
External calls are now verified against the interface specifications of the called methods, so the analysis of a class can
be completed without imposing require operations on other classes. Consequently, it suffices to consider individual classes
and interfaces as the granularity of program analysis in the revised calculus, and the module layer of LBS(PL) is omitted. The
syntax for analysis operations in LBSI(PL) is given by:
2 For external calls where r, s range over this, we also need to replace thiswith a fresh name in r ′ and s′ .
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(NewInt)
I /∈ E I ∈ E E ⊕ extK(I, I, IS) ⊢ P
E ⊢ (interface I extends I {IS}) · P
(NewClass′)
I ∈ E C /∈ E D ∈ E E = commSupE (C)
E ⊕ extL(C,D, I, f ,M) ⊢
⟨C : anSpec(MS) · anReq(M) · supCls(E) · intSpec(publicE (I))⟩ · P
E ⊢ (class C extends D implements I {f M MS}) · P
(External′)
e : I I ∈ E
specE (I,m)_ (r ′, s′) E ⊢ ⟨C : O⟩ · P
E ⊢ ⟨C : anCalls(C, {r} v := e.m(e) {s}) · O⟩ · P
(IntSpec)
SE↑(C,m)_ specE (C .impl,m) E ⊢ ⟨C : O⟩ · P
E ⊢ ⟨C : intSpec(m) · O⟩ · P
Fig. 14. The extended inference system LBSI(PL), whereP is a (possibly empty) sequence of classes and interfaces. Rules NewClass′ and External′ replace
NewClass and External from LBS(PL). The other rules of LBS(PL) are preserved.
A ::= P | ⟨C : O⟩ · P
P ::= K | L | P · P
O ::= ϵ | anReq(M) | anSpec(MS) | anCalls(C,O) | verify(C,m, R) | supCls(C) | supMtd(C,m) | intSpec(m) | O · O
The new operation intSpec(m) is used to analyze the interface specifications of methodsmwith regard to implementations
found in the considered class.
The calculus LBSI(PL) for MII consists of a (sound) program logic PL, a proof environment E : IEnv, the inference rules
listed in Fig. 14, and modified versions of the inference rules of LBS(PL), except NewClass, External, extReq, NewModule, and
EmpModule. Rules NewClass and External are replaced by NewClass′ and External′ as shown in Fig. 14. Rule extReq is superfluous
because external calls are analyzed in terms of interface specifications, and rules NewModule and EmpModule are redundant as
LBSI(PL) is without modules. The remaining rules of LBS(PL) are modified by removing the module operations as illustrated
by NewClass′ and External′. The complete set of rules for LBSI(PL) can be found in Appendix B, including structural rules.
The main differences between LBS(PL) and LBSI(PL) are captured by the rules in Fig. 14. Rule NewInt extends the
environment with a new interface, but no further analysis of the interface is required. The specifications of the interface
will be analyzed with respect to each class that implements the interface. (Recall that interfaces are assumed to appear in
the sequenceP before they are used.) Rule NewClass′ is similar to the rule from LBS(PL), but an operation intSpec is introduced
to analyze the specifications of the implemented interface. Rule External′ is used for external calls; here, the call is analyzed
based on the interface specification of the callee. For each public method of the class, the rule IntSpec is used to verify the
interface specification follows from the specification of the method implementation to which external calls will be bound.
Remark that in LBSI(PL), the method specifications play a more active role when analyzing classes. Method specifications
are used to establish interface properties, which are used for the analysis of external calls. Thus, external calls are no longer
analyzed based on knowledge from the Rmapping of the callee. Thismapping is only used to analyze internal calls in LBSI(PL).
Example 6. Reconsider the classes in Figs. 4 and 11. As a subclass need not satisfy the superclass type, the different classes
may implement different interfaces. Assuming a suitably expressive interface specification language, for instance using
invariants over communication histories as in [14], one may provide abstract specifications of how class instances interact
with their environment. The class Account may implement an interface I defining exactly how the balance is calculated
by deposit and withdraw. One may then specify the result of method getbal as a function over the history restricted to
completed executions of deposit and withdraw. The interface I will be violated by the subclass FeeAccount, where also
executions of method monthly will change the balance. This means that this class implement a different interface than I ,
since the result returned by getbalwill depend on previous executions of monthly (in addition to deposit and withdraw).
However, the internal analysis of the classes is performed as before, and the different S specifications are used to establish
the interface properties.
Soundness. In order to show the soundness of LBSI(PL), Theorem 1 is first modified as follows:
Theorem 3. Let PL be a sound program logic, E :IEnv a sound environment, and L be an interface or a class definition. If a proof of
E ⊢ L in LBSI(PL) has E ′ as its resulting proof environment, then E ′ is also sound.
The proof of this theorem is given in Appendix C.2. We now show soundness for LBSI(PL):
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Theorem 4 (Soundness). If PL is a sound program logic, then LBSI(PL) constitutes a sound proof system, in the sense that the
environment resulting from the analysis of a program is sound.
Proof. In LBSI(PL), a program is analyzed as a sequence of classes and interfaces. It follows directly fromDefinition 6 that the
empty environment is sound. Theorem 3 and Lemma 2 guarantee that the environment remains sound during the analysis
of classes and interfaces. 
6. Related work
Multiple inheritance is commonly used in modeling notations such as UML [6], as a concept naturally inherits from
several other concepts. However, it has not found its way into prominent programming languages such as Java. This may be
due to the complexity of resolvingmethod binding, as discussed in Section 2, whichmay easily cause ambiguities. However,
multiple inheritance is supported in, e.g., C++ [38], CLOS [13], Eiffel [29], Ocaml [26], POOL [2], Self [10], and Creol [22].
Horizontal name conflicts in C++, POOL, and Eiffel are removed by explicit resolution, after which the inheritance graph
may be linearized. Name conflicts also occur in the context of multiple dispatch, or multi-methods [13]. Multi-methods
give a powerful binding mechanism, but reasoning about multi-methods and redefinition is difficult. For the prototype-
based language Self [39], which supports the even more flexible mechanism of dynamic inheritance, an elegant prioritized
binding strategy for multiple inheritance has been proposed in [10]. Each superclass is given a priority. With equal priority,
the superclass related to the caller class is preferred. However, explicit class priorities may cause surprises in large class
hierarchies: names may become ambiguous through inheritance. If neither class is related to the caller, binding fails.
The approach presented here is directly applicable to Creol since methods are the code structuring mechanism of Creol.
The additional features of concurrency control and processor release points can be treated as in [14] (where inheritance is
not considered).
There are surprisingly few high-level formal models of multiple inheritance in the literature. Such formalizations
have traditionally used the objects-as-records paradigm, especially when dealing with (statically) typed languages. Cardelli
[9] gives a denotational semantics of ‘‘multiple inheritance’’, concentrating on typing aspects; i.e., the proposed notion
of inheritance corresponds to subtyping in modern terminology. Rossie et al. [36] formalize multiple inheritance using
subobjects, a run-time data structure used for virtual pointer tables [24,38]. This work focuses on compile-time issues
and does not clarify multiple inheritance at the abstraction level of the programming language. A natural semantics for
late binding in Eiffel models the binding mechanism at the abstraction level of the program [5]. Recently, an operational
semantics and a type safety proof inspired by C++ have been formalized in Isabelle/HOL [40]. Due to its relative complexity
compared to single inheritance, multiple inheritance has been seen as a mixed blessing: one the one hand desirable, on the
other hand ambiguous. Thus, a number of proposals have been put forward to allow more flexible modes of code reuse,
without being based on traditional multiple inheritance. These include dynamic inheritance [10], nested inheritance [30],
and, perhaps most prominently, mixin- or trait-based inheritance [7]; The latter is used instead of multiple inheritance in,
e.g., Scala [31]. The notion of healthiness proposed in this paper also serves to remove ambiguities frommultiple inheritance
by avoiding accidental overriding, making multiple inheritance easier to use.
Work on behavioral reasoning for object-oriented programs address languages with single inheritance (e.g., [34,35,8]).
For late binding, different variations of behavioral subtyping are most common [27,1,25], as discussed above. Pierik and de
Boer [34] present a sound and complete reasoning system for late bound calls which does not rely on behavioral subtyping.
This work, also for single inheritance, is based on a closedworld assumption,meaning that the class hierarchy is not open for
incremental extensions. To support object-oriented design, proof systems should be constructed for incremental reasoning.
Lately, incremental reasoning, both for single and multiple inheritance, has been considered in the setting of
separation logic [28,11,33]. These approaches support a distinction between static specifications, given for each method
implementation, and dynamic specifications used to verify late bound calls. The dynamic specifications are related to our
R requirements in the sense that both are imposed on subclass overriding. The dynamic specifications are given at the
definition site, in contrast to our work where R requirements are generated by call-site analysis.
7. Conclusion and future work
This paper extends the framework of lazy behavioral subtyping from languages with single inheritance to languages
with multiple inheritance. Thus, a contribution of the paper is a proof system for an object-oriented kernel language with
multiple inheritance. Another contribution is to show that lazy behavioral subtyping can be adapted from single to multiple
inheritance in a naturalway,making itwell-suited for different object-oriented systems. Lazy behavioral subtyping supports
incremental reasoning under an open world assumption, where class hierarchies can be gradually extended by inheritance.
The approach is more flexible than traditional behavioral subtyping, since user given S specifications are not imposed on
overriding methods in subclasses. Only the minimal R requirements resulting from the analysis of internal late bound calls
must be preserved by overriding methods. This is demonstrated by the main example. The S specifications of a method
definition are used in the verification of static calls to the method and to establish interface properties if the method is
public. S specifications may in addition be used in order to establish class invariants.
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SE↑(nil, B.m) , ∅
SE↑(C L, B.m) , SE (B, B.m) ∪ SE↑(L, B.m) if C = B
SE↑(C L, B.m) , SE (C, B.m) ∪ SE↑(C .inh L, B.m) if C <E B
SE↑(C L, B.m) , SE↑(L, B.m) otherwise
RE↑(nil,m) , ∅
RE↑(C L,m) , reqE (C, C,m) ∪ RE↑(C .inh L,m)
reqE (C, nil,m) , ∅
reqE (C, B L,m) , RE (C, B#m) ∪ reqE (C, B.inh L,m)
commSupE (C) , comE (C .inh)
comE (nil) , ∅
comE (C L) , (supE (C) ∩ supE (L)) ∪ comE (L)
supE (nil) , ∅
supE (C L) , {C} ∪ supE (C .inh L)
delReqE (D, B#m) , belReqE (belE (D.inh, B),D, B#m, bindE (D, B#m))
belE (nil, B) , ∅
belE (D L, B) , D belE (D.inh L, B) if D ≤E B
belE (D L, B) , belE (L, B) otherwise
belReqE (nil,D, B#m, E) , ∅
belReqE (C L,D, B#m, E) , clReqE (belE (D.inh, C), C, B#m, E)∪ belReqE (L,D, B#m, E)
clReqE (nil, C, B#m, E) , RE (C, B#m)
clReqE (G L, C, B#m, E) , ∅ if bindE (G, B#m) = E
clReqE (G L, C, B#m, E) , clReqE (L, C, B#m, E) otherwise
Fig. 15. Auxiliary function definitions. Here, we let B, C,D, E,G : Cid;m : Mid; and L : List[Cid].
The paper investigates two versions of the reasoning framework, one for a purely class-based language and another for a
language with behavioral interfaces. We have presented our formalisms in terms of a small kernel language which captures
the main features of object-oriented programming, excluding language features not central to the discussion. Therefore,
the results of the paper are applicable to many languages, assuming a healthy binding strategy. We show soundness of the
reasoning framework in both cases. A running example illustrates how the approach can be used for formal reasoning in a
setting which is more flexible than traditional behavioral subtyping, and how independent class and interface hierarchies
can be used for flexible reuse of code.
It has been argued that multiple inheritance is too complex to be applicable in a safe manner. This is mainly due
to horizontal name conflicts and method binding which behaves in unexpected ways, causing ambiguities. This paper
proposes healthiness requirements on method binding and the use of static calls to reduce these factors. The paper gives
a healthy binding mechanism where renaming is not needed, thereby avoiding theoretical and practical problems related
to explicit renaming. In this way, our formalism contributes to making the concept of multiple inheritance more attractive.
The motivation behind multiple inheritance is to support flexible code reuse. This coincides with the motivation for lazy
behavioral subtyping, which is to reason about flexible code reuse. It is therefore interesting to combine these mechanisms.
Combining healthiness and lazy behavioral subtyping, two independent class hierarchieswill not accidentally interferewith
each other when the hierarchies aremerged in a common subclass. This suffices to allow incremental reasoning for external
calls as well as internal calls.
Appendix A. Soundness of LBS(PL)
A.1. Auxiliary function definitions
To establish soundness of LBS(PL), we define the auxiliary functions as listed in Fig. 15. They are needed to track the
behavioral constraints during the analysis of an inheritance hierarchy.
Function S↑ : List[Cid] × Cid×Mid → Set[APair] (taking the environment as an implicit argument) is defined such that
SE↑(D, B.m) returns the union of SE (C, B.m) for all D ≤E C ≤E B. Function R↑ : List[Cid] × Mid → Set[APair] is defined
such that RE↑(D,m) returns the union of all RE (C, B#m) for D ≤E C ≤E B, i.e., all requirements towardsm that are imposed
by classes above D. This function is defined in terms of the function req : Cid × List[Cid] × Mid → Set[APair]. Function
commSup : Cid → Set[Cid] returns the set of common superclasses, and is defined in terms of com : List[Cid] → Set[Cid]
and sup : List[Cid] → Set[Cid]. Function delReq : Cid × Cid × Mid → Set[APair], is used to compute delayed requirements.
The set RE (C, B#m) is contained in delReqE (D, B#m) if the following two conditions are met:
• D <E C ≤E B
• There is no class G where bindE (G, B#m) = bindE (D, B#m) for D <E G ≤E C , i.e., for all classes that are strictly above D
and below C , the callm#B binds to a different implementation than the one found by bindE (D, B#m).
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The function delReq is defined in terms of bel : List[Cid] × Cid → List[Cid], belReq : List[Cid] × Cid × Cid × Mid × Cid →
Set[APair], and clReq : List[Cid]×Cid×Cid×Mid×Cid → Set[APair]. The function belE (C, B) returns the names of all classes
above C and below B. For each class C below B, function delReqE (D, B#m) computes clReqE (L, C, B#m, E), where L are the
classes below C , and E = bindE (D, B#m). Function clReqE (L, C, B#m, E) is evaluated by traversing the list L. No requirements
are returned if an element G ∈ L is found such that bindE (G, B#m) = E. Otherwise, the set RE (C, B#m) is returned.
In later proofs, we need the notion of the depth of class D below class C . The depth of a class below another class is given
as follows:
• Class C is at depth 0 below C .
• Class D is at depth d (where d > 0) below class C if there is a class D′ ∈ D.inh such that D′ is at depth d− 1 below C , and
for all classes D′′ ∈ D.inh the depth of D′′ below C is less or equal to d− 1 or D′′ is not below C .
A.2. Structural rules of LBS(PL)
This section presents LBS(PL) rules for decomposing list-like structures and handling trivial cases. HereM is a (possibly
empty) list of analysis operations.
(noSpec)
E ⊢ [⟨C : O⟩ ; L] ·M
E ⊢ [⟨C : anSpec(∅) · O⟩ ; L] ·M
(decompSpec)
E ⊢ [⟨C : anSpec(MS1) · anSpec(MS2) · O⟩ ; L] ·M
E ⊢ [⟨C : anSpec(MS1 MS2) · O⟩ ; L] ·M
(noMtds)
E ⊢ [⟨C : O⟩ ; L] ·M
E ⊢ [⟨C : anReq(∅) · O⟩ ; L] ·M
(decompMtds)
E ⊢ [⟨C : anReq(M1) · anReq(M2) · O⟩ ; L] ·M
E ⊢ [⟨C : anReq(M1 M2) · O⟩ ; L] ·M
(noReq)
E ⊢ [⟨C : O⟩ ; L] ·M
E ⊢ [⟨C : verify(D,m,∅) · O⟩ ; L] ·M
(decompReq)
E ⊢ [⟨C : verify(D,m, R1) · verify(D,m, R2) · O⟩ ; L] ·M
E ⊢ [⟨C : verify(D,m, R1 R2) · O⟩ ; L] ·M
(decompIf)
E ⊢ [⟨C : anCalls(D, t1) · anCalls(D, t2) · O⟩ ; L] ·M
E ⊢ [⟨C : anCalls(D, if b then t1 else t2 fi) · O⟩ ; L] ·M
(decompSeq)
E ⊢ [⟨C : anCalls(D, t1) · anCalls(D, t2) · O⟩ ; L] ·M
E ⊢ [⟨C : anCalls(D, t1; t2) · O⟩ ; L] ·M
(skip)
E ⊢ [⟨C : O⟩ ; L] ·M t does not contain call statements
E ⊢ [⟨C : anCalls(D, t) · O⟩ ; L] ·M
(nosupCls)
E ⊢ [⟨C : O⟩ ; L] ·M
E ⊢ [⟨C : supCls(∅) · O⟩ ; L] ·M
(decompSupCls)
E ⊢ [⟨C : supCls(D1) · supCls(D2) · O⟩ ; L] ·M
E ⊢ [⟨C : supCls(D1 D2) · O⟩ ; L] ·M
(noSupMtd)
E ⊢ [⟨C : O⟩ ; L] ·M
E ⊢ [⟨C : supMtd(D,∅) · O⟩ ; L] ·M
(decompSupMtd)
E ⊢ [⟨C : supMtd(D,m1) · supMtd(D,m2) · O⟩ ; L] ·M
E ⊢ [⟨C : supMtd(D,m1 m2) · O⟩ ; L] ·M
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A.3. Proof of Lemma 1
Lemma 1 shows the important property of sound environment (cf. Definition 4):
Assume a sound environment E : Env and a sound program logic PL. Let B,D : Cid, m : Mid, and (p, q) : APair such
that B,D ∈ E and (p, q) ∈ SE↑(D, B.m). Then |=D m(x) : (p, q){bodyE (B,m)}.
Proof. By definition of S↑, the assumption (p, q) ∈ SE↑(D, B.m) implies that there exists some class C such thatD ≤E C ≤E B
and (p, q) ∈ SE (C, B.m). By Definition 4, there must be a proof outline O for the method body such that O ⊢PL bodyE (B,m) :
(p, q). The proof of the lemma proceeds by induction over the call structure ofm.
Base case: The execution {p}bodyE (B,m){q} does not lead to any method calls. Then |=D m(x) : (p, q){bodyE (B,m)}
follows by the soundness of PL.
Induction step: Each kind of method call is considered in a separate case. If a call to some method n in bodyE (B,m)
is bound to a definition in class H for search class G, we take |=G n(y) : (t, u){bodyE (H, n)} as the induction hypothesis,
for each (t, u) ∈ SE↑(G,H.n). For a call to n with precondition r , postcondition s, and actual parameters e, we let
r ′ = (r[z0/z] ∧ y = e[z0/z]) and s′ = s[return/v][z0/z], where the return value of the method is assigned to the variable
v by the caller. We consider each kind of method call in O by a separate case.
Late bound internal calls {r} v := n(e) {s}. By the assumptions of the lemma, internal calls are bound with search class
D. Thus, in the induction hypothesis we thereby have G = D, and H = bindE (D, B#n). Consequently, it suffices to ensure
SE↑(D,H.n) _ (r ′, s′), which follows by Definition 4.
Static calls {r} v := n@A(e) {s}. For the induction hypothesis, we have G = D and H = bindE (A, A#n). By Definition 4,
we then have SE↑(C,H.n) _ (r ′, s′). The desired SE↑(D,H.n) _ (r ′, s′) then follows by the definition of S↑ since D ≤E C ,
i.e., SE↑(C,H.n) ⊆ SE↑(D,H.n).
External calls {r} v := e : E.n(e) {s}. This call can bound with respect to any class G such that G ≤E E, and let
H = bindE (G, E#n). By the induction hypothesis, it suffices to ensure:
SE↑(G,H.n) _ (r ′, s′) (2)
For the external call, Definition 4 gives the following assumption:
SE↑(E, bindE (E, E#n).n) _ (r ′, s′) and RE↑(E, n) _ (r ′, s′) (3)
The relation SE↑(G,H.n) _ (r ′, s′) is proved by induction over the depth d of G below E.
Base case: d = 0, i.e., G = E. In this case, we have H=bindE (E, E#n). Relation (2) then follows by assumption (3).
Induction step: d = d′ + 1, i.e., G <E E at depth d. As the induction hypothesis, we may assume that for any class G′ at
depth d′ below E, that SE↑(G′, bindE (G′, E#n).n) _ (r ′, s′). We consider two cases.
Case 1: n ∈ G.mtds. By Definition 4, Condition 2, we then have SE (G,G.n) _ RE↑(G, n). By Fig. 15, we have SE↑(G,G.n)
= SE (G,G.n). Since bindE (G, E#n) = G and H in Relation (2) therefore equals G in this case, it suffices to ensure
RE↑(G, n) _ (r ′, s′). By Fig. 15,we have RE↑(E, n) ⊆ RE↑(G, n) forG ≤E E, Relation (2) thereby follows by (3) and transitivity
of entailment:
RE↑(G, n) _ RE↑(E, n) _ (r ′, s′)
Case 2: n /∈ G.mtds. Since H = bindE (G, E#n) and n /∈ G.mtds, there must by Definition 1 of function bind exist some
G′ ∈ G.inh such that bindE (G′, E#n) = H . As the induction hypothesis applies to G′, we have SE↑(G′,H.n) _ (r ′, s′). The
desired relation SE↑(G,H.n) _ (r ′, s′) then follows by the definition of S↑, since G ≤E G′. 
A.4. Proof of Theorem 1
The theorem establishes the soundness of the inference system of Section 4.1:
Let E : Env be a sound environment and L a set of class definitions. If a proof of E ⊢ module(L) in LBS(PL) has E ′ as its
resulting environment, then E ′ is also sound.
Proof. Given a sound environment, we prove that the environment extensions preserve soundness. We consider each of
the two conditions of Definition 4 in isolation.
Condition 1 of Definition 4. The proof proceeds by induction over the inference rules. The only rule that extends SE (C, B.m)
is ReqNotDer, and this rule ensures that there is a proof outline for bodyE (B,m). The set SE (C, B.m) is only extended during
analysis of C . Thus, for any (p, q) ∈ SE (C, B.m)we have an O such that O ⊢PL bodyE (B,m) : (p, q) and C ≤E B.
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If the specification (p, q) is included in SE (C, B.m) by ReqNotDer, an operation anCalls(B,O) is generated and analyzed
in the context of C . Each call statement in the proof outline is analyzed by either Internal, Static or External. We consider
each kind of method call in isolation. For a call to n with precondition r , postcondition s, and actual parameters e, we let
r ′ = (r[z0/z] ∧ y = e[z0/z]) and s′ = s[return/v][z0/z], where y are the formal parameters and the return value of the
method is assigned to the variable v by the caller.
Late bound internal calls. For each {r} v := n(e) {s} in O, we have n ∈ calledE (B) and an operation anCalls(B, {r} v :=
n(e) {s}) is analyzed. Rule Internal applies to this operation, ensuring (r ′, s′) ∈ RE (C, B#n). As the class hierarchy is extended,
we then need to ensure
SE↑(D, bindE (D, B#n).n) _ (r ′, s′) (4)
for each class D below C as required by Definition 4. This is done by induction over the depth d of D below C .
Base case: d = 0, i.e., D = C . By (4), we need to ensure SE↑(C,H.n) _ (r ′, s′) forH = bindE (C, B#n). This case is handled
by analysis of the anCalls(B, {r} v := n(e) {s}) operation that is generated by the analysis of C . The application of Internal leads
to an operation verify(H, n, (r ′, s′)). Since the analysis of this operation succeeds, ReqDer or ReqNotDer is applied. The relation
SE↑(C,H.n) _ (r ′, s′)must hold directly if ReqDer is applied. Otherwise, if ReqNotDer is applied, the set SE (C,H.n) is extended
with (r ′, s′). The desired relation then holds by transitivity of entailment since SE↑(C,H.n) _ SE (C,H.n) _ (r ′, s′).
Induction step: d = d′+1, i.e.,D <E C at depth d. As the induction hypothesis, wemay assume SE↑(D′, bindE (D′, B#n).n)_ (r ′, s′) for any class D′ such that D <E D′ ≤E C , i.e., D′ is at depth less or equal to d′ below C , We consider the two cases
n ∈ D.mtds and n /∈ D.mtds separately.
Case 1: n ∈ D.mtds. Method n is defined in D, which means that bindE (D, B#n) = D. By (4), the relation SE (D,D.n) _
(r ′, s′)must then be ensured. By the definition of R↑, we have RE (C, B#n) ⊆ RE↑(D.inh, n) since D <E C .
Since n ∈ D.mtds, NewMtd will be applied to n by the analysis of D, generating an operation verify(D, n, RE↑(D.inh, n)),
which leads to the analysis of verify(D, n, (r ′, s′)) by decomposition. This operation either succeeds by ReqDer or ReqNotDer,
both ensuring the desired SE (D,D.n) _ (r ′, s′).
Case 2: n /∈ D.mtds. For this case, we consider B /∈ commSupE (D) and B ∈ commSupE (D) separately.
Case 2a: B /∈ commSupE (D). In this case, there is exactly one D′ ∈ D.inh such that D′ ≤E B. Since D <E C ≤E B, we
then have D′ ≤E C ≤E B and that D′ is the only class in D.inh that is below C . (If these conditions were not met, then B
would be in commSupE (D).) Therefore, the induction hypothesis applies to D′, and we have SE↑(D′, E.n) _ (r ′, s′), where
E = bindE (D′, B#n). By Definition 1 of bind, we then have also E = bindE (D, B#n). Proof obligation (4) thereby reduces to
SE↑(D, E.n) _ (r ′, s′), which follows by the definition of S↑ and the induction hypothesis.
Case 2b: B ∈ commSupE (D). Let E = bindE (D, B#n). By (4), we need to ensure SE↑(D, E.n) _ (r ′, s′) where (r ′, s′) ∈
RE (C, B#n).
For all classes G such that D <E G ≤E C , the induction hypothesis gives SE↑(G, bindE (G, B#n).n) _ (r ′, s′). There are
two possibilities:
• There exist a G such that D <E G ≤E C and bindE (G, B#n) = E. By the induction hypothesis, we then have SE↑(G, E.n)_ (r ′, s′). Proof obligation SE↑(D, E.n) _ (r ′, s′) then follows by the definition of S↑ since G is above D.
• There exist no class G such that D <E G ≤E C and bindE (G, B#n) = E. By the definition of delReq, the set RE (C, B#n) is
then included in delReqE (D, B#n).
When class D is analyzed by NewClass, a supCls(commSupE (D)) operation is generated and analyzed in the context
of D. Since B ∈ commSupE (D), decomposition of this operation leads to a supCls(B) operation. Furthermore, since
n ∈ calledE (B) \ D.mtds, the application of rule SupMtd and further decomposition leads to an operation supMtd(B, n).
By rule SupReq, we then arrive at an operation verify(E, n, delReqE (D, B#n)). By decomposition of the requirement set, we
then arrive at an operation verify(E, n, (r ′, s′)). As in the base case, application of either ReqDer or ReqNotDer then ensures
SE↑(D, E.n) _ (r ′, s′).
Static calls. For each call {r} v := n@A(e) {s} in the proof outline O, rule Static will be applied. The operation
verify(bindE (A, A#n), n, (r ′, s′)) will be generated by this rule, and the operation is verified during analysis of C . This
operation succeeds by ReqDer or ReqNotDer, both ensuring the desired relation SE↑(C, bindE (A, A#n).n) _ (r ′, s′) of
Definition 4.
External calls. For each {r} v := e : E.n(e) {s} in O, External is applied. This rule will generate a require(E, n, (r ′, s′))
operation. This operation succeeds by extReq, which ensures SE↑(E, bindE (E, E#n).n) _ (r ′, s′) and RE↑(E, n) _ (r ′, s′) as
required by Definition 4.
Condition 2 of Definition 4. For each method m ∈ C .mtds, we must establish SE (C, C .m) _ RE↑(C,m). When class C
is analyzed by NewClass, an operation anReq is generated for each method defined in C . By NewMtd, possibly followed by
decomposition of the requirement set, an operation verify(C,m, (p, q)) is generated for each (p, q) ∈ RE↑(C .inh,m). These
operations succeed either by ReqDer or ReqNotDer, ensuring SE (C, C .m) _ RE↑(C .inh,m).
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Since RE↑(C,m) = reqE (C, C,m) ∪ RE↑(C .inh,m) by the definition of R↑, it then remains to ensure SE (C, C .m) _
reqE (C, C,m). If (r, s) ∈ reqE (C, C,m), there exists, by the definition of req, a class B such that C ≤E B and (r, s) ∈
RE (C, B#m). In order for (r, s) to be included in this set, Internal is applied during analysis of C . This rule will generate
an operation verify(bindE (C, B#m),m, (r, s))which equals verify(C,m, (r, s)) sincem is defined in C . Again, analysis of this
operation succeeds by ReqDer or ReqNotDer, which both ensures the desired SE (C, C .m) _ (r, s). 
Appendix B. LBSI(PL) inference rules
This section shows the complete set of inference rules for LBSI(PL). More specifically, the syntax of the analysis operations
used by the rules here are given in Section 5.3, together with an explanation of the characteristic rules for dealing with
interfaces.
B.1. Main rules
For the rules Internal, Static, and External′, we have that r ′ = (r[z0/z] ∧ x = e[z0/z]), s′ = s[return/v][z0/z], x are the
formal parameters of n, and z are the local variables of the calling method.
(NewInt)
I /∈ E I ∈ E E ⊕ extK(I, I, IS) ⊢ P
E ⊢ (interface I extends I {IS}) · P
(NewClass′)
I ∈ E C /∈ E D ∈ E E = commSupE (C)
E ⊕ extL(C,D, I, f ,M) ⊢
⟨C : anSpec(MS) · anReq(M) · supCls(E) · intSpec(publicE (I))⟩ · P
E ⊢ (class C extends D implements I {f M MS}) · P
(EmpClass)
E ⊢ P
E ⊢ ⟨C : ϵ⟩ · P
(NewSpec)
E ⊢ ⟨C : verify(bindE (D,D#m),m, (p, q))⟩ · P
E ⊢ ⟨C : anSpec(m@D(x) : (p, q))⟩ · P
(NewMtd)
E ⊢ ⟨C : verify(C,m, RE↑(C .inh,m)) · O⟩ · P
E ⊢ ⟨C : anReq(m(x){t}) · O⟩ · P
(ReqNotDer)
O ⊢PL bodyE (D,m) : (p, q)
E ⊕ extS(C,D,m, (p, q)) ⊢ ⟨C : anCalls(D,O) · O⟩ · P
E ⊢ ⟨C : verify(D,m, (p, q)) · O⟩ · P
(ReqDer)
SE↑(C,D.m)_ (p, q) E ⊢ ⟨C : O⟩ · P
E ⊢ ⟨C : verify(D,m, (p, q)) · O⟩ · P
(Internal)
E = bindE (C,D#m)
E ⊕ extR(C,D,m, (p, q)) ⊢ ⟨C : verify(E,m, (r ′, s′)) · O⟩ · P
E ⊢ ⟨C : anCalls(D, {r} v := m(e) {s}) · O⟩ · P
(Static)
E ⊢ ⟨C : verify(bindE (B, B#m),m, (r ′, s′)) · O⟩ · P
E ⊢ ⟨C : anCalls(D, {r} v := m@B(e) {s}) · O⟩ · P
(External′)
e : I I ∈ E specE (I,m)_ (r ′, s′) E ⊢ ⟨C : O⟩ · P
E ⊢ ⟨C : anCalls(C, {r} v := e.m(e) {s}) · O⟩ · P
(IntSpec)
SE↑(C,m)_ specE (C .impl,m) E ⊢ ⟨C : O⟩ · P
E ⊢ ⟨C : intSpec(m) · O⟩ · P
(SupMtd)
E ⊢ ⟨C : supMtd(D, called(D) \ C .mtds) · O⟩ · P
E ⊢ ⟨C : supCls(D) · O⟩ · P
(SupReq)
E = bindE (C,D#m) E ⊢ ⟨C : verify(E,m, delReqE (C,D#m)) · O⟩ · P
E ⊢ ⟨C : supMtd(D,m) · O⟩ · P
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B.2. Structural rules
(noSpec)
E ⊢ ⟨C : O⟩ · P
E ⊢ ⟨C : anSpec(∅) · O⟩ · P
(decompSpec)
E ⊢ ⟨C : anSpec(MS1) · anSpec(MS2) · O⟩ · P
E ⊢ ⟨C : anSpec(MS1 MS2) · O⟩ · P
(noMtds)
E ⊢ ⟨C : O⟩ · P
E ⊢ ⟨C : anReq(∅) · O⟩ · P
(decompMtds)
E ⊢ ⟨C : anReq(M1) · anReq(M2) · O⟩ · P
E ⊢ ⟨C : anReq(M1 M2) · O⟩ · P
(noReq)
E ⊢ ⟨C : O⟩ · P
E ⊢ ⟨C : verify(D,m,∅) · O⟩ · P
(decompReq)
E ⊢ ⟨C : verify(D,m, R1) · verify(D,m, R2) · O⟩ · P
E ⊢ ⟨C : verify(D,m, R1 R2) · O⟩ · P
(decompSeq)
E ⊢ ⟨C : anCalls(D, t1) · anCalls(D, t2) · O⟩ · P
E ⊢ ⟨C : anCalls(D, t1; t2) · O⟩ · P
(decompIf)
E ⊢ ⟨C : anCalls(D, t1) · anCalls(D, t2) · O⟩ · P
E ⊢ ⟨C : anCalls(D, if b then t1 else t2 fi) · O⟩ · P
(skip)
E ⊢ ⟨C : O⟩ · P t does not contain call statements
E ⊢ ⟨C : anCalls(D, t) · O⟩ · P
(nosupCls)
E ⊢ ⟨C : O⟩ · P
E ⊢ ⟨C : supCls(∅) · O⟩ · P
(decompSupCls)
E ⊢ ⟨C : supCls(D1) · supCls(D2) · O⟩ · P
E ⊢ ⟨C : supCls(D1 D2) · O⟩ · P
(noSupMtd)
E ⊢ ⟨C : O⟩ · P
E ⊢ ⟨C : supMtd(D,∅) · O⟩ · P
(decompSupMtd)
E ⊢ ⟨C : supMtd(D,m1) · supMtd(D,m2) · O⟩ · P
E ⊢ ⟨C : supMtd(D,m1 m2) · O⟩ · P
(noIntSpec)
E ⊢ ⟨C : O⟩ · P
E ⊢ ⟨C : intSpec(∅) · O⟩ · P
(decompIntSpec)
E ⊢ ⟨C : intSpec(m1) · intSpec(m2) · O⟩ · P
E ⊢ ⟨C : intSpec(m1 m2) · O⟩ · P
Appendix C. Soundness of LBSI(PL)
As for the basic calculuswithout interfaces in Appendix A,we show the proofs for two central properties, Lemma2 (sound
environments) and Theorem 3 (soundness of the calculus).
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C.1. Proof of Lemma 2
This lemma corresponds to the analogous Lemma 1 (for the setting without interfaces), shown earlier.
Assume a sound environment E : IEnv and a sound program logic PL. Let B,D : Cid, m : Mid, and (p, q) : APair such
that B,D∈E and (p, q)∈SE↑(D, B.m). Then |=D m(x) : (p, q){bodyE (B,m)}.
Proof. This proof is equal to the proof of Lemma 1, except for the treatment of external calls in the induction step.
By definition of S↑, the assumption (p, q) ∈ SE↑(D, B.m) implies that there exists some class C such thatD ≤E C ≤E B and
(p, q) ∈ SE (C, B.m). By Definition 6 theremust be a proof outlineO for themethod body such thatO ⊢PL bodyE (B,m) : (p, q).
The proof of the lemma proceeds by induction over the call structure ofm.
Base case: The execution {p}bodyE (B,m){q} does not lead to any method calls. Then |=D m(x) : (p, q){bodyE (B,m)}
follows by the soundness of PL.
Induction step: Each kind of method call is considered by a separate case. If a call to some method n in body(B,m) is
bound to a definition in class H for search class G, we take |=G n(y) : (t, u){bodyE (H, n)} as the induction hypothesis,
for each (t, u) ∈ SE↑(G,H.n). For a call to n with precondition r , postcondition s, and actual parameters e, we let
r ′ = (r[z0/z] ∧ y = e[z0/z]) and s′ = s[return/v][z0/z], where the return value of the method is assigned to the variable
v by the caller. We consider each kind of method call in O by itself.
Late bound internal calls {r} v := n(e) {s}. By lemma assumptions, internal calls are bound with search class D.
Thus, in the induction hypothesis we thereby have G = D, and H = bindE (D, B#n). Consequently, it suffices to ensure
SE↑(D,H.n) _ (r ′, s′), which follows by Definition 6.
Static calls {r} v := n@A(e) {s}. For the induction hypothesis, we have G = D and H = bindE (A, A#n). By Definition 6,
we have SE↑(C,H.n) _ (r ′, s′). The desired SE↑(D,H.n) _ (r ′, s′) then follows by the definition of S↑ since D ≤E C , i.e.,
SE↑(C,H.n) ⊆ SE↑(D,H.n).
External calls {r} v := e : I.n(e) {s}. By Definition 6, Condition 1, we have specE (I, n) _ (r ′, s′). Consider some
class E, with E.impl = J . If it is possible for the call to bind in context E, then n ∈ publicE (J) and J ≼E I , which gives
specE (J, n) _ specE (I, n). For the induction hypothesis, we then have G = E and bindE (E, E#n) = H , and the induction
hypothesis ensures that for all (t, u) ∈ SE↑(E,H.n) we have |=E n(y) : (t, u){bodyE (H, n)}. By Definition 6, Condition 3,
we have SE↑(E,H.n) _ specE (J, n). Soundness then follows by the induction hypothesis and transitivity of entailment:
SE↑(E,H.n) _ specE (J, n) _ specE (I, n) _ (r ′, s′). 
C.2. Proof of Theorem 3
Let PL be a sound program logic, E :IEnv a sound environment, and L be an interface or a class definition. If a proof of E ⊢ L
in LBSI(PL) has E ′ as its resulting proof environment, then E ′ is also sound.
Proof. Soundness is trivially maintained if E is extended by a new interface, and interfaces are assumed to be contained in
the environment before they are used. For the analysis of some class C , we consider each condition of Definition 6 by itself.
For Conditions 1 and 2, these proofs are similar to the ones in Appendix A.4. For brevity, we therefore refer to Appendix A.4
whenever some part of the proof is unchanged.
Condition 1 of Definition 6. The proof goes by induction over the inference rules. The only rule that extends SE (C, B.m)
is ReqNotDer, and this rule ensures that there is a proof outline for bodyE (B,m). The set SE (C, B.m) is only extended during
analysis of C . Thus, for any (p, q) ∈ SE (C, B.m)we have an O such that O ⊢PL bodyE (B,m) : (p, q) and C ≤E B.
If the specification (p, q) is included in SE (C, B.m) by ReqNotDer, and operation anCalls(B,O) is generated and analyzed
in the context of C . Each call statement in the proof outline is analyzed by either Internal, Static or External′. We consider
each kind of method call in isolation. For a call to n with precondition r , postcondition s, and actual parameters e, we let
r ′ = (r[z0/z] ∧ y = e[z0/z]) and s′ = s[return/v][z0/z], where y are the formal parameters and the return value of the
method is assigned to the variable v by the caller.
Late bound internal calls. The proof of this case is unchanged from Appendix A.4.
Static calls. The proof of this case is unchanged from Appendix A.4.
External calls. For each {r} v := e : I.n(e) {s} in O, External′ will be applied. As the rule succeeds, the rule directly ensures
specE (I, n) _ (r ′, s′) as required by Definition 6.
Condition 2 of Definition 6. The proof of this case is unchanged from Appendix A.4.
Condition 3 of Definition 6. For class C and I = C .impl, we must ensure that for eachm ∈ publicE (I)we have SE↑(C,m) _
specE (I,m), where SE↑(C,m) denotes the set SE↑(C, bindE (C, C#m).m).
When class C is selected for analysis by rule NewClass′, an operation intSpec(publicE (I)) is generated and analyzed in
the context of C . For each m ∈ publicE (I), decomposition leads to an operation intSpec(m). The analysis of this operation
succeeds by application of IntSpec (Appendix B), which ensures the required relation SE↑(C,m) _ specE (I,m) 
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